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Comparative summary of financial data

Crèdit Andorrà Group

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

Key balance sheet figures
(Amounts in thousand euros)

Cash and at banks 374,682 581,454 481,185 423,317 409,799
Loan investments 2,816,652 2,993,065 2,983,333 3,053,700 3,101,781
Customer deposits 4,470,233 4,914,904 4,805,910 4,447,272 4,454,875

Securities and other instruments  
on deposit with third parties (*) 

 
6,355,400

 
6,830,668

 
6,614,211

 
6,446,557

 
5,568,125

Securities managed by Group companies and
held in custody by third parties 

 
2,242,336

 
1,837,374

 
2,144,012

 
1,524,644

 
1,285,714

Total 8,597,736 8,668,042 8,758,223 7,971,201 6,853,839

Ratios (%)

Equity / Deposits 14.64 12.67 11.92 12.49 11.81
Equity / Loans 23.23 20.81 19.09 18.19 16.96
Loans / Deposits 63.01 60.90 62.47 68.66 69.63
Profits / Average capital + Reserves 11.12 12.99 13.48 13.99 14.52
Profits / Average total assets: ROA (**) 1.09 1.19 1.21 1.19 1.27
Solvency 21.72 21.82 20.26 19.14 17.80
Liquidity 59.03 65.14 73.82 59.89 59.35
Efficiency (Operating Costs / Ordinary margin) 52.96 45.58 41.96 38.59 50.77

Other figures

Number of employees 880 813 750 696 662
Number of branches 11 11 9 9 12

Fitch Ratings

Long-term BBB BBB A– A– A–
Short-term F3 F3 F2 F2 F2
Individual B/C
Support 5 5 5 5 5

(*) See note 18 of the Annual Report.
(**) As per ANIF Memorandum 141/02.
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Introduction 

2016 proved a year of transition for the world economy. Economic activity advanced at a slower pace, settling at 
moderate growth rates of 3.1%, keeping up with trends over recent years. This moderate economic growth is partly 
due to the weak situation in advanced economies, which is still undergoing a measured, uneven recovery, and must 
deal with factors such as: (1) low aggregate demand, causing a slowdown in international trade; (2) interest rates at 
very low levels; (3) low rate of investment, and (4) a complex political context motivated by political changes in the 
Western world in both Europe and the USA.

In 2016, the US economy continued to expand at a moderate pace, closing the year with 1.6% growth in gross 
domestic product, the seventh consecutive year of growth. 

Meanwhile, in Europe, Brexit was the factor that had the greatest impact on the political and economic systems 
of the old continent. This has proven somewhat contradictory, though, as contrary to expectations, activity in the 
services, industry and construction sectors all performed well, leading to British GDP growth of 2.1%, higher than 
the 1.7% seen across the European Union.

Moderate growth in the euro zone puts our economy on a path of gradual recovery, partly due to lower oil prices, 
favourable tax policies and new unconventional quantitative easing measures implemented by the ECB. 

Growth in emerging economies continues to be slow across the board, including in sub-Saharan Africa and China. 

In short, despite markets waiting to see how political changes in the US and Europe evolve, the forecasts for 2017 
are positive. Improvements and growth in some emerging economies, coupled with the recovery of the American 
market as well as strong overall activity during the second half of 2016, put global growth prospects for 2017 at 
around 3.4%, a level that would continue the trend started in 2016 and place the world economy in a period of 
moderate growth. 

In this context, Andorra has some positive figures that point to a recovery and forecasts of growth. 

In July 2016, Standard & Poor’s improved the outlook from “negative” to “stable”, keeping Andorra’s rating at  
BBB–/A–3. Furthermore, in February 2017, Fitch Ratings kept Andorra at a BBB rating while improving the outlook 
for the country’s economy. In its analysis, the agency welcomed the progress made in aligning the regulation and 
exchange of tax information with international practices and the adoption of European accounting standards (IFRS). 
The agencies have recognised the financial system’s ability to adapt to this new context. 

Andorra is still in the process of negotiating an association agreement with Europe that is to integrate and upgrade 
all previous agreements. 

Andorra now has a modern tax system comparable to that of EU and OECD countries, one which gives the country 
a competitive advantage in our economy. It has also adopted the automatic exchange of information directive, which 
involves restructuring the banking business model. 

In short, there is a whole series of policies to comply with the commitments made by Andorra over recent years, and 
which will result in a major transformation of the economy. 

In this context of change and restructuring of the international financial system, Crèdit Andorrà, as the country’s 
benchmarck bank, continues to work hard in order to maintain the confidence and reputation of the Group. 
The central pillars of our business are good governance and accountability, with a management style focused on 
the continuous improvement of the quality of our services and contributing through our work to promoting the 
Andorran economy. 

We have received many international awards and accolades, such as the award from the Financial Times’ magazine 
The Banker, which named us Andorran Bank of the Year 2016, a recognition that we have won 8 times in the last 15 
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years. Other awards received during the year were the Best Private Bank in Andorra and Best CSR Bank Andorra 
2016 by Global Banking & Finance Review. 

We have also received a long term rating of BBB with a stable outlook and short-term F3 rating from international 
ratings agency Fitch Ratings, reflecting the bank’s excellent results in 2016 and adequate level of capitalisation.

These awards encourage us to maintain our strong ties with the country, heading up initiatives that add value for 
our whole community. 

Crèdit Andorrà Group’s consolidated balance sheet at 31 December 2016, shows a stable business volume over the 
previous year, reaching 15.885 billion euros. Assets under management reached 13.068 billion euros, while loan 
investments totaled 2.817 billion euros. 

As for these assets under management, deposits reached 4.470 billion euros, 9% less than the previous year. The 
volume of securities deposits was 8.597 billion euros, just 0.8% down on the previous year, a figure that proves good 
market performance, excellent management and proper development of the expansion process that has managed to 
offset the reduction in the Andorran market.

As for business results, the Crèdit Andorrà Group has achieved an operating income of 239.33 million euros, 3.21% 
less than the year before due to a reduction in the financial margin, which continues to be buffered by the low 
interest rate environment, reaching a total of 51.42 million euros. Net profits from operations stood at 78.10 million 
euros and the efficiency ratio, one of the first lines of defense for results, reached 52.96%. 

The Bank has a solvency ratio of 21.72% and a liquidity ratio of 59.03%, which gives us an adequate ratio between 
maturity of obligations and the availability of investments.

Finally, after taking into account all these effects, the Group’s consolidated net profit stood at 65 million euros. 

In conclusion, we have been able to maintain our figures and consolidate our positions during a particularly 
complicated year, paying special attention to the adaptation of processes and services to international standards, in 
order to compete on a level footing with other worldwide financial markets. At year-end, we are present in Andorra, 
Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Luxembourg, United States (Miami), Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay and Chile, 
markets in which our value proposition is growing and consolidating. 

Highlights in our corporate banking operations in Europe include a clear commitment in Luxembourg to promote 
the role of the organisation as a platform for banking services aimed at institutional clients and as a platform 
for creating and managing investment vehicles, and the opening of a branch of Banque de Patrimoines Privés in 
Portugal. In America, we have obtained authorisation from the Securities Markets Supervisor in Panama to operate 
as investment advisers through Private Investment Management Advisors Panamá, SA. 

In terms of new technologies, the Group is engaged in a process digitalising the organisation, and continues to invest 
in technological innovation and improving the customer experience and digital alignment of internal processes and 
procedures with the most rigorous standards on management of technological security (ISO 27000). 

As part of the Group’s commitment to social responsibility, it has signed the Global Compact of the United Nations 
and adopted the United Nations 2030 Agenda to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development goals 
(SDG), a commitment to education, health and welfare, economic growth, innovation and the environment. We are 
what we do and we show it through our commitment to society. 

The Board of Directors
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Governing structure  31 December 2016

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chairman of the Board of Directors
Antoni Pintat Mas

Vice-chairman
Jaume Casal Mor

Chief Executive Officer / Secretary
Josep Peralba Duró

Member of the Board
Rosa Pintat Santolària

Member of the Board
Maria Reig Moles

Vice-secretary (non member)
Daniel Arqués Tomàs 

MANAGEMENT TEAM

Chief Executive Officer
Josep Peralba Duró

General Manager
Xavier Cornella Castel

Corporate Services division Director
Ramon Lladós Bernaus

Banking Business Andorra Division Director
Martí Alfonso Simón

Insurance group Director
Josep Brunet Niu

Risk and Regulatory Compliance Division Director
Christophe Canler

Innovation, Marketing and New Channels Division Director
Sílvia Cunill Calvet

Investment Division Director
José Luis Dorado Ocaña

Resources Division Director
Josep Escoriza Martínez

Private Banking America Division Director
José Ignacio García Fernández

General Secretary to the CEO
Agustí Garcia Puig

Management Risk and Financial Planning Division Director
Francesc Jordà Blanes

Private Banking Europe and New Geographies Division Director
Frank Martínez Sánchez
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Consolidated balance sheet as at 31 December, 2016 and 2015 

Crèdit Andorrà Group

ASSETS

Euros (thousands)
2016 2015 (*)

Cash and deposits with OECD central banks 64,567 62,722 

Andorran National Institute of Finance (ANIF) (notes 4 and 21) 210 2,235 
 
Financial intermediaries (notes 4 and 5) 310,115 518,702
Financial intermediaries - sight 310,115 512,688
Due from banks - forward — 6,044
Provision for insolvencies — –30

Loan investments (notes 4 and 5) 2,768,771 2,908,672
Customer loans and credits 2,797,092 2,978,319
Overdrafts on customer accounts 5,547 6,039
Customer bills discounted 14,013 8,707
Provision for insolvencies –47,881 –84,393

Securities portfolio (notes 4 and 6) 2,040,649 2,035,989
Bonds and other fixed-income instruments 1,836,716 1,928,644
Provision for insolvencies –1,571 –2,255
Market fluctuation fund –151 –72

Investments in Group companies 32,304 31,695

Other investments 24,741 22,648
Market fluctuation fund — —

Shares and other equity securities 23,371 15,809
Market fluctuation fund –96 —

Investment funds 25,765 18,301
Market fluctuation fund –515 –228

Treasury stock (note 11) 100,085 21,447

Consolidation gains (note 7.1) 47,400 46,273
Consolidation gains 47,400 46,273
Provision for depreciation — —

Intangible assets and expenses to be written off (note 7.1) 61,385 62,538
Goodwill 5,368 14,130
Intangible assets and expenses to be written off 134,050 114,256
Provision for depreciation –78,033 –65,848

Fixed assets (note 7.2) 310,568 326,959
Fixed assets 485,205 478,306
Accumulated depreciation –111,799 –106,717
Provision for depreciation –62,838 –44,630

Accrued income and prepaid expenses (note 12.1) 60,175 57,667
Accrued income receivable 57,474 54,598
Prepaid expenses 2,701 3,069

Other assets (note 12.3) 57,932 84,863
Operations underway 40,854 66,583
Stock 401 449
Options acquired 2,429 4,981
Others 3,551 8,306
Taxation 10,697 4,544
Total assets 5,721,772 6,106,620

(*) Shown solely for purposes of comparison. Notes 1 to 23 herewith form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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LIABILITIES

Euros (thousand)
2016 2015 (*)

Andorran National Institute of Finance (ANIF) (note 4) 32,178 20,310
 
Creditors (note 4) 4,608,032 5,093,033
Banks and lending institutions 137,799 178,129
Other financial intermediaries 15,617 31,210
Customer deposits 4,454,616 4,883,694

Bonds issued (note 4) 126,722 138,688
 
Provision for risks and contingencies (note 8) 10,493 1,135
Provisions for pensions and similar obligations — —
Provisions for contingent liabilities 259 231
Other provisions 10,234 904

Provision for general banking risks (note 11) — 5,427
 
Subordinated liabilities (note 11) 150,000 150,000
 
Accrual accounts (note 12.2) 32,301 31,610
Accrued unpaid expenses 31,849 30,934
Before-due receipts 452 676

Other liabilities (note 12.4) 101,674 34,467
Operations underway 89,952 9,954
Options issued 1,130 11,037
Suppliers and other creditors 3,533 3,551
Taxation 7,059 9,925

Minority interest 6,114 9,087
 
Share capital (note 11) 70,000 70,000
 
Reserves (note 11) 529,214 500,858
Legal reserve 14,000 14,000
Guarantee reserve 53,426 50,953
Voluntary reserve 374,862 349,548
Revaluation reserve 43,888 54,885
Consolidation reserve 41,142 29,576
Exchange rate differences 1,896 1,896

Income (notes 10 and 11) 55,044 52,005
Income for the year 65,044 72,005
Income from previous years awaiting allocation — —
Dividends paid out in advance –10,000 –20,000

Total liabilities 5,721,772 6,106,620

(*) Shown solely for purposes of comparison. Notes 1 to 23 herewith form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated off-balance-sheet records as at 31 December, 2016 and 2015 

Crèdit Andorrà Group

Euros (thousands)
2016 2015 (*)

Contingent liabilities 134,092 156,487
Guarantees given 133,905 155,710
Documentary letters of credit issued or received with notification  
  to customers 

187 777

Commitments and contingent risks 429,800 356,714
Operating commitments and risks 347,487 329,909
Actuarial commitments and risks 10,073 10,658
Other contingent commitments and risks 72,240 16,147

Forward operations (note 15) 1,406,437 2,084,764
Forward foreign exchange transactions 744,476 1,430,237
Forwards transactions on other financial instruments 661,961 654,527

Customer securities held in custody (note 19) 9,716,111 10,416,970

Securities held in custody by third parties 8,018,763 8,622,959
Securities held in own custody 1,697,348 1,794,011

Other off-balance-sheet records exclusively 
for management control (note 19) 1,706,074 1,766,268

Guarantees and obligations received 860,508 957,726
Other off-balance-sheet records 845,566 808,542

(*) Shown solely for purposes of comparison. 
Notes 1 to 23 herewith form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated profit and loss account for years ending  

31 December 2016 and 2015  

Crèdit Andorrà Group

Euros (thousands)
2016 2015 (*)

Interest and income - assimilated 83,460 90,724
ANIF and financial intermediaries at sight 88 340
On loan investments 55,023 59,134
On bonds and other fixed-income securities 28,349 31,250

  
Interest and related expenses –33,708 –35,495
ANIF and financial intermediaries –10,075 –8,836
On customer deposits –18,420 –20,996
On bonds –3,406 –3,931
On subordinated liabilities –1,807 –1,732
On internal pension fund — —
   
Income from equity securities 1,665 1,032
From other investments – 343
From shares and other equity securities 144 247
From investment funds 1,521 442

  
Financial margin 51,417 56,261

Commissions, net (note 12.5) 130,336 142,131
Commissions on services supplied 161,762 179,479
Commissions on services received –31,426 –37,348

Results of financial transactions 57,251 47,945
Net provision for market fluctuations (note 6) –438 –112
Foreign exchange earnings 11,457 7,872
Income from securities transactions (note 6.4) 47,205 31,754
Income from forward transactions (note 12.4) –9,915 875
Share in losses / profits of companies accounted for by 

equity method (note 2.3) 7,497 7,517
Others 1,445 39

Other ordinary profit 328 921

Operating income 239,332 247,258

(*) Shown solely for purposes of comparison. 
Notes 1 to 23 herewith form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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Euros (thousands)
2016 2015 (*)

Operating income 239,332 247,258

Personnel costs –75,904 –64,409
Personnel, Board of Directors and indemnities (note 8) –62,528 –53,682
Social Security –6,528 –5,264
Ordinary allocations to other insurance institutions (notes 3.9 and 9) –2,186 –1,977
Other personnel costs –4,662 –3,486

General expenses (note 12.6) –50,836 –48,279
Supplies –1,092 –983
External services –43,840 –43,033
Taxes –4,473 –4,263
Other general expenses –1,431 —

Depreciation expenses, net (note 7) –23,426 –23,674
Depreciation allowed on intangible and tangible fixed assets –23,426 –23,674
 
Provision for depreciation of fixed assets, net (note 7) –11,068 –3,377
Allocation of provision for depreciation of fixed assets –11,068 –3,377
Recovery of provisions — —

Operating margin 78,098 107,519

Losses due to asset impairment (note 12.7) –9,297 —
Provision for insolvencies, net 

(notes 5 and 6)
1,539 –29,637

Allocations to provision for insolvencies –11,730 –41,528
Recovery of provisions for insolvencies 13,269 11,891

Provision for risks and contingencies, 
net (note 8)

–125 535

Allocations to provision for risks and contingencies –127 —
Recovery of provisions for risks and contingencies 2 535

Provision for general banking risks (note 11) — —

Ordinary profit 70,215 78,417

Extraordinary profit (note 12.7) –7,337 –2,084
Recovery of provisions for general banking risks (note 11) 5,427 4,573
Other extraordinary profit –12,764 –6,657

  
Profit for the year before tax 62,878 76,333

Corporate tax (notes 12.8 and 13) 2,170 –4,177

Profit for the year after tax 65,048 72,156

Profit attributed to minority interest 4 151
Profit attributed to the Group 65,044 72,005

(*) Shown solely for purposes of comparison. 
Notes 1 to 23 herewith form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated statement of source and application of funds for years ending  

31 December, 2016 and 2015 

Crèdit Andorrà Group

SOURCE OF FUNDS

Euros (thousands)
2016 2015 (*)

Funds generated by operations 131,396 125,524
Profit for the year 65,044 72,005
Net provision for insolvencies — 29,637
Net provision for asset depreciation 11,068 3,377
Net provision for market fluctuations 438 112
Allocations to other funds 9,549 —
Depreciation of tangible and intangible fixed assets 23,426 23,674
(Profit) / Loss on sale of treasury shares and investments — –20
(Profit) / Loss on sale of fixed assets 9,772 4,747
Profits from other companies accounted for by equity method –7,497 –7,517
Others 19,596 –491

  
Positive change in liabilities over assets 204,873 25,221
Cash — —
ANIF and financial intermediaries 181,894 643
Other headings 22,979 24,578

 
Net increase in liabilities — 107,942
Creditors - Customers — 107,942
Subordinated liabilities — —
Bonds issued — —

 
Net decrease in assets 193,378 200,803
Cash — —
Loan investments 114,664 —
Securities portfolio less investments 78,714 200,803

 
Sale of permanent investments 27,664 16,072
Sale of investments — 601
Sale of fixed assets 27,664 15,471

 
Funds generated by financing operations — —
External contributions to capital — —
Other equity amounts — —

 
Total source of funds 557,311 475,562

(*) Shown solely for purposes of comparison. 
Notes 1 to 23 herewith form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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APPLICATION OF FUNDS

Euros (thousands)
2016 2015 (*)

Funds applied to operations 16,171 4,573
Applied from other funds 5,427 4,573
Others 10,744 —

Positive change in assets over liabilities 15,309 217,024
ANIF and financial intermediaries 15,309 217,024
Other headings — —

Net decrease in liabilities 473,992 106,558
Creditors - Customers 429,077 —
Subordinated liabilities 32,949 —
Bonds issued 11,966 106,558

Net increase in assets 1,845 83,581
Cash 1,845 21,430
Loan investments - Customers — 62,151
Securities portfolio less investments — —

Purchase of permanent investments 28,068 23,826
Purchase of investments — —
Purchase of tangible and intangible fixed assets 28,068 23,826

Funds applied to financing
operations 21,926 40,000

Supplementary dividend for previous year — 20,000
Preliminary dividend for current year 10,000 20,000
Other equity amounts 11,926 —

Total application of funds 557,311 475,562

(*) Shown solely for purposes of comparison. 
Notes 1 to 23 herewith form an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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Notes on the consolidated financial statement at 31 December, 2016 and 2015 

Crèdit Andorrà Group

Identity of the Bank and activities

Crèdit Andorrà SA (hereinafter, the Bank), authorised in 1949, is a limited company engaged in banking activities 
which it carries out as a commercial bank and as a private bank, and is subject to the rules and regulations governing 
financial institutions operating in Andorra. However, on April 11, 2011, the Andorran National Institute of Finance 
(hereinafter, ANIF) approved the application to widen the Bank’s corporate object to include the investment and 
auxiliary services established in articles 5 and 6 of Act 13/2010, of 13 May.

The Bank’s registered offices are at Avinguda Meritxell, 80, Andorra la Vella, Principality of Andorra.

Crèdit Andorrà SA is the dominant company of the subsidiaries, set out in Notes 2.4 and 6.1, which together 
comprise the Crèdit Andorrà Group (hereinafter, the Group).

Bases of presentation and consolidation principles

2.1 Approval by the General Shareholders’ Meeting
The Group’s annual consolidated financial statement for the year ending 31 December 2015 was approved by 
the Bank’s General Shareholders’ Meeting on 30 June 2016.

The annual consolidated financial statement of the Group, of the Bank and of almost all the companies that 
form part of the Group for the year ending 31 December 2016 are pending approval by their respective General 
Shareholders’ Meetings. Nevertheless, the Bank’s Board of Directors believes they will be approved without any 
changes.

2.2 Bases of presentation and application of the Accounting Plan of the Andorran Financial 
 System

These consolidated financial statements have been drawn up by the Bank’s directors based on the accounting 
records of the banks and companies that go to make up the Group, and have been prepared according to the 
Accounting Plan of the Andorran Financial System approved by the Government of Andorra on 19 January 
2000, so that they show a true and fair view of the consolidated equity, consolidated financial position, 
consolidated results and resources obtained and applied by the Group.

The consolidated financial statements are presented in thousands of Euros, which is the currency used for the 
Group’s operations and presentations, rounded up or down to the nearest thousand.

The Andorran National Institute of Finance (ANIF) is the body charged with the supervision and control of 
those entities that go to make up the Andorran Financial System, as well as the implementation and application 
of the Accounting Plan of the Andorran Financial System and those regulations applicable to these entities.

Note 3 summarises the accounting principles and policies and the most significant valuation criteria applied in 
preparing these consolidated financial statements.

No mandatory accounting principle or valuation criterion having a significant effect on these consolidated 
financial statements has been excluded.

Note 1

Note 2
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2.3  Critical aspects of valuation, estimating uncertainty and relevant decisions made when 
applying accounting policies
The preparation of the consolidated financial statements requires the use of relevant accounting estimates, 
the application of opinion and processes of estimation and hypothesis. In this respect, below is a summary 
providing details of those aspects that have involved a greater degree of opinion and complexity or for which 
the hypotheses and estimates are significant in preparing these consolidated financial statements:

• Useful life of tangible and intangible assets, and expenses that can be depreciated.
• Fair value of certain assets and liabilities not listed.
• Calculation of provisions made.
• Estimates to calculate corporation tax and deferred fiscal assets and liabilities.
• Valuation of the recovery of goodwill and differences from the first consolidation.

Although the estimates made by the Bank’s directors at 31 December 2016 have been carried out according to 
the best available information to date, events that may take place in the future may require these to be modified 
in the next few years. This modification would be carried out prospectively, recognising the effects of the 
change in estimate in the corresponding consolidated profit and loss accounts.

2.4 Consolidation principles
According to the Accounting Plan of the Andorran Financial System, there is a relationship of control by a 
dominant entity over a dependent entity when the former, either directly by itself or indirectly through other 
persons or entities acting on its behalf or in agreement with the former:

• Holds a majority of the voting rights or is able to make use of, pursuant to an agreement with other 
shareholders, a majority of the voting rights of the latter;

• Has the right or has actually exercised the right to appoint or remove the majority of the members of 
the governing body;

• Has appointed, exclusively with its votes, at least half plus one of the members of the governing body of 
the latter; or

• Controls the governing body because at least half plus one of the members of the governing body of the 
latter are board members or senior management, directly or indirectly, of the former.

The same economic group is made up of those entities that, irrespective of their legal form, activity or company 
domicile, constitute:

• A decision-making unit so that one of these entities exercises, directly or indirectly, the sole management 
of the other entities or the aforementioned management is exercised by one or more individuals acting 
systematically and coordinately; and

• An economic unit of risk because its solvency, capacity to generate funds or future viability depends 
closely on any of its components.

In any case, dominant entities and their dependent entities are understood as an economic group.

Multi-group entities are those not included in the economic group but which are managed by one or more 
entities of the group and which form part of its share capital, together with one or more other entities which 
are not related to it. Entities are understood to be managed jointly when, in addition to forming part, directly 
or indirectly, of the capital, any of the following circumstances apply:

• Joint management has been established in the company articles of association; or
• There are pacts or agreements that allow shareholders to exercise their rights to veto in taking company 

decisions.
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Associated entities are those not included in the economic group but which meet both the following 
requirements:

• One or more group entities form a part, directly or indirectly, of the entity’s share capital; and
• A long-lasting relationship has been created that contributes to its activity.

These requirements are deemed to have been met when one or more group entities hold a direct or indirect 
share in the company’s capital of at least 20%, or 3% if it is quoted on a regulated market.

Consolidation methods
Full integration is applied when the entity to be consolidated carries out a non-differentiated activity (entities 
from the financial system or instrumental and/or auxiliary entities, fundamentally) and when it belongs to the 
economic group.

According to the full integration method, the book value of investments and flows resulting from this situation 
is replaced with the assets and liabilities and with the income and expenditure of the investee company; i.e. 
the items of the subsidiaries to be consolidated within the group are included within or added to the balance 
sheet and the profit and loss account of the parent company, replacing the book value of the investment with 
the assets and liabilities of the companies to be consolidated.

All significant balances from the balance sheet and the off-balance-sheet accounts, i.e. loans, debts and claims 
existing between the Group’s companies, have been eliminated.

Income and expenditure related to significant transactions between consolidated companies have been 
eliminated and do not affect the Group’s results. Results produced by internal transactions have been 
eliminated and deferred until realised via third parties.

The difference between the book value of companies consolidated by the fully-integrated method and their 
equity at year-end is included in the consolidation reserves.

The accounts of the consolidated companies are governed by the same rules of classification, valuation, 
depreciations and supply.

The consolidation of the profits and loss generated by subsidiaries acquired in a financial year is carried out 
by taking only into consideration the results for the period between the date of acquisition and the date the 
financial year ends.

In the case of the fully-integrated consolidation method, in the consolidated profit or loss, the part 
corresponding to the group, in proportion to the group’s percentage investment, is differentiated from the 
part corresponding to the minority, i.e. that which does not belong to the group. In the liabilities of the 
balance sheet, the heading “Minority interest” reflects the part that does not form part of the equity and that 
corresponds to minority shareholders.

The equity method is applied when the entity to be consolidated is an associated company, when it belongs to 
the economic group but carries out a differentiated activity and when it is a multi-group company.

In the equity consolidation method, the book value of the investment is replaced by the corresponding 
percentage of equity in the investee company, with adjustment to liabilities, if necessary, of the differences 
between the investment and the equity of the company consolidated via the equity method. As established 
by ANIF Memorandum 162/05, in subsequent consolidations any variations in equity (if negative, up to 
the difference between the equity of the previous consolidation and the book value of the investment) are 
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presented within the section “Share in (losses) / profits of companies accounted for by equity method” of 
the profit and loss account of the financial statements for the part corresponding to the profit and loss of 
the investee company. In other cases, variations in equity have a direct balancing entry in liabilities under 
“Consolidation reserves”.

Annual accounts provided in foreign currencies of companies included within the consolidation are converted 
to the reference currency of the consolidated financial statements according to the following criteria:

• Assets and liabilities on the balance sheet are converted at the exchange rate on the date of closing of the 
consolidated annual accounts.

• With regard to drawing up the consolidated profit and loss account, profit and loss accounts of the 
subsidiaries are converted at the average exchange rate for the period.

• The items of capital, reserves and remainder not eliminated in the consolidation process are converted 
at the historic exchange rate for the date on which they were generated.

• Any differences arising from the different conversion methods are charged to the item “Exchange rate 
differences of liabilities”.

Consolidated companies
These consolidated financial statements include the following investee companies, consolidated by the fully-
integrated method (in thousand Euros):

2016
Domicile Activity Auditor

% of
holding

Capital 
and

reserves
Profits/ 
losses

Dividends 
paid out

Total 
equity

Credi-Invest SA Andorra Fund Manager PwC 100% 6,047 8,300 –7,500 6,847
Crèdit Iniciatives SA Andorra Venture Capital — 100% 9,668 215 — 9,883
Patrigest SA (*) Andorra Property — 100% 9,563 1,860 –1,500 9,923
Crèdit Capital  
  Immobiliari SA Andorra Instrumental — 100% 110,046 –126 — 109,920
Crèdit Andorrà  
  Preference Limited

Cayman 
Islands Financial — 100% 1 — — 1

Valira Asset  
  Management SL Spain Investment advice — 60% 959 — — 959
Crèdit Andorrà  
  Panamá Holding SA (*) Panama

Banking, securities 
and stock market PwC 100% 12,704 1,305 — 14,009

Informàtica Crèdit  
  Andorrà SLU Andorra Instrumental — 100% 34,262 2,531 –2,200 34,593
Banque de Patrimoines  
  Privés SA (*) Luxembourg Banking PwC 100% 46,130 6,355 — 52,485
Banco Alcalá SA (*) Spain Banking PwC 81.28% 32,083 22 — 32,105
CA Holding  
  Luxembourg SARL (*) Luxembourg Property PwC 100% 11,306 –1,710 — 9,596
Beta Capital  
  Securities LLC United States Securities firm KR&Co 100% 2,613 2,714 — 5,327
Crèdit Andorrà  
  US GP LLC United States Property KR&Co 100% 1,082 –23 — 1,059
CA Perú SAB SAC Peru Securities firm PwC 100% 594 37  — 631

(*) Consolidated subgroup. Information given without taking minority shareholders into account.
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2015
Domicile Activity Auditor

% of
holding

Capital 
and

reserves
Profits/ 
losses

Dividends 
paid out

Total 
equity

Credi-Invest SA Andorra Fund Manager KPMG 100% 5,266 7,281 –6,500 6,047
Crèdit Iniciatives SA Andorra Venture Capital — 100% 9,478 190 — 9,668
Patrigest SA (*) Andorra Property — 100% 9,286 1,358 –1,100 9,544
Crèdit Capital  
  Immobiliari SA Andorra Instrumental — 100% 110,000 46 — 110,046
Crèdit Andorrà  
  Preference Limited

Cayman 
Islands Financial — 100% 1 — — 1

Valira Asset  
  Management SL Spain Investment advice — 60% 866 93 — 959
Crèdit Andorrà  
  Panamá Holding SA (*) Panama

Banking, securities 
and stock market KPMG 100% 11,057 1,184 — 12,241

Informàtica Crèdit  
  Andorrà SLU Andorra Instrumental — 100% 34,070 1,912 –1,720 34,262
Banque de Patrimoines  
  Privés SA Luxembourg Banking KPMG 100% 37,694 8,436 — 46,130
Banco Alcalá SA (*) Spain Banking KPMG 72.25% 31,890 193 — 32,083
CA Holding  
  Luxembourg SARL (*) Luxembourg Property KPMG 100% 11,276 373 — 11,649
Beta Capital  
  Securities LLC United States Securities firm KR&Co 100% 1,530 799 — 2,329
Crèdit Andorrà  
  US GP LLC United States Property KR&Co 100% 1,074 –26 — 1,048
CA Perú SAB SAC Peru Securities firm KPMG 100% 643 –46 — 597

(*) Consolidated subgroup. Information given without taking minority shareholders into account.

The main changes in the area of consolidating the Group in 2016 were:

• On 7 January 2016, the Bank acquired a 9.0301% stake in Banco Alcalá, SA, which until then had been 
controlled by minority shareholders, for a total of 4,462 thousand euros.

• At 31 December 2016 and 2015, the Group had not integrated any company via the proportional method.

Below is a brief description of the object and composition (if applicable) of the companies and subgroups as 
at 31 December 2016:

Credi-Invest SA is a fund management company.

Crèdit Andorrà SA is the depository for the Andorran investment funds and Banque de Patrimoines Privés, 
SA, for Luxembourg investment funds.

This company, and the various investment bodies it manages, comes under the supervision and control of the ANIF. 

The products offered by Credi-Invest SA are sold under the name of Crèdit Andorrà Asset Management. 

On 8 February 2011, the ANIF approved the request by Credi-Invest SA to extend its activities in order to carry 
out the discretional, individualised management of portfolios and to provide investment advice.

Crèdit Iniciatives SA is a venture capital company. At 31 December 2016, this subgroup’s portfolio of investee 
companies comprised SPA SA (25%) and CLIGE SA (25%) (see note 6.2).
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Patrigest SA is a property asset management company. At 31 December 2016, this subgroup’s portfolio of 
investee companies comprised Cassamanya Ltd. (99.97% held directly by Crèdit Andorrà SA and 0.03% by 
Patrigest SA), Credit-Invest SA (20%) and Private Investment Management SA (Switzerland) (100%).

Crèdit Capital Immobiliari SA is a property company whose only activity is holding and managing the 
Group’s property.

Crèdit Andorrà Preference Ltd. is a 100% owned subsidiary of Crèdit Andorrà SA, established in December 
2005 for the issue of preferred shares (see note 11).

Valira Asset Management SL, established in January 2007 with its head offices in Madrid (Spain), is a company 
with a complete structure for investment management and advisory services in the area of hedge funds. 

On 28 September 2015, Valira Asset Management sold its shareholding to Valira Capital Asset Management 
SGIIC SAU.

Since selling its only investee, Valira Asset Management SL is no longer the parent company of a subgroup and 
does not carry out any commercial activity.

Crèdit Andorrà Panamá Holding SA is a 100% owned subsidiary of Crèdit Andorrà SA whose sole corporate 
purpose is to carry out the functions of a parent company for the subgroup Crèdit Andorrà Panamá, the vehicle 
used by the Bank to channel the expansion of its Latin American business.

In September 2008, the Republic of Panama Superintendency of Banks (the supervising authority in that 
country) authorised an international banking licence for Crèdit Andorrà. Subsequently, on 17 November 2008, 
Banco Crèdit Andorrà (Panamá) SA was set up, 100% owned by Crèdit Andorrà Panamá Holding SA, and 
started operations with the main purpose of carrying out asset management, offering customers a wide variety 
of financial services and global advice.

In 2009, the Crèdit Andorrà Group was granted a licence by the National Securities Commission of the Republic 
of Panama to operate through the securities firm Crèdit Andorrà Panamá Securities SA. This subsidiary, 100% 
owned by Crèdit Andorrà Panamá Holding SA, focuses its services on brokerage and financial consultancy.

In order to maximise the efficiency and synergies of the subgroup, once the relevant authorisations had been 
obtained, on 30 June 2012, Banco Crèdit Andorrà (Panamá) SA took over Crèdit Andorrà Panamá Securities 
SA, the former remaining as the only company with a licence for international banking and as a securities firm.

In addition to the above-mentioned companies, at 31 December 2016, the subgroup Crèdit Andorrà Panamá 
also comprises the following companies: Crèdit Andorrà Panamá Patrimonial SA (100%), Crèdit Andorrà 
Panamá Call Center SA (100%) and the representative office Crèdit Andorrà Uruguay SA (100%).

Informàtica Crèdit Andorrà SLU. Holding company whose only activity is to handle the Group’s ownership 
and management of IT-related fixed assets (both tangible and intangible).

Banque de Patrimoines Privés SA. On 20 April 2011, Crèdit Andorrà concluded the process to acquire 100% 
of the capital of the Luxembourg bank, Banque de Patrimoines Privés SA.

The acquisition of Banque de Patrimoines Privés SA was a strategic move whose aim was to reinforce the 
Group’s presence in the European market and particularly in international private banking.

March 2016 saw the completion of formalities required for Banque de Patrimoines Privés SA –Portuguese 
branch– to begin activity.
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Banco Alcalá SA. On 11 October 2011, Crèdit Andorrà concluded the acquisition of 85% of the capital of the 
Spanish bank Banco Alcalá SA and its subsidiaries Gesalcalá SA, SGIIC and Alcalá Pensiones EGFP, SA (both 
100% owned by Banco Alcalá SA).

On 4 February 2013, once approval had been obtained from the various regulators (ANIF, Bank of Spain 
and the Spanish Securities and Investments Board or CNMV), Banco Alcalá SA increased its capital by 15%, 
entirely subscribed by two new local strategic partners, which diluted Crèdit Andorrà’s holding from 85% to 
72.25%

On 7 January 2016, the Bank acquired a 9.0301% stake in Banco Alcalá SA, which until then had been 
controlled by minority shareholders, which brought the Bank’s share at 31 December 2016, to 81.2801%.

Banco Alcalá SA focuses on global asset management for private and institutional customers and has branches 
in Barcelona and Madrid.

CA Holding Luxembourg SARL. A holding company domiciled in Luxembourg that was set up on 29 
September 2011 as part of the corporate organisation designed by the Group in order to maximise the 
efficiency of its new business in the Euro zone.

During 2015, CA Holding Luxembourg sold its 70% share in Valores Casa de Bolsa SA (Paraguay).

On 31 December 2016 CA Holding Luxembourg SARL incorporated the following companies as part of its 
consolidation:

• CA Holding España SAU (100%): a company whose only corporate purpose is that of performing 
the function inherent to a parent company. In this sense, on 31 December 2016, the company has the 
following shareholdings: 100% of CA Life Insurance Experts Compañía de Seguros y Reaseguros SAU 
(100% owned by CA Holding España SAU) and 100% of CA Vincles Actuarial Chile Spa (see note 6.1).

• CA México Asesores Patrimoniales SA de CV (99.9%): company whose corporate purpose is to provide 
advice on asset management in Mexico. 

• Credit Andorrà Asset Management Luxembourg SA (100%): a capital management company operating 
under Luxembourg law set up during 2014 in order to provide management and consultancy services 
on the Group’s collective investment vehicles and those of third parties.

Beta Capital Securities LLC. On 30 September 2011, Crèdit Andorrà concluded the acquisition of 80% of 
the share capital of Beta Capital Management LP, a securities firm based in Miami (United States of America). 
Additionally, in the same operation, Crèdit Andorrà also acquired 80% of Beta Capital Management LLC 
(United States). Crèdit Andorrà US GP LLC was set up to be the subgroup’s holding company, owning 1% of 
the capital of Beta Capital Management LP (Crèdit Andorrà SA owns the remaining 79% of the capital) and 
80% of the capital of Beta Capital Management LLC.

On 12 June 2014, Crèdit Andorrà SA acquired the minority shareholdings in Beta Capital Management LP and 
Beta Capital Management LLC for a total of 6,953 thousand US Dollars and its holding went from 80% at 31 
December 2013 to 100% at 31 December 2014. The acquisition was carried out by exercising the put option 
agreement held by the minority shareholders with Crèdit Andorrà SA for all their shares. 

During 2015, the corporate name of Beta Capital Management LP was changed to Beta Capital Securities LLC.

CA Perú Sociedad Agente de Valores de Bolsa. On 28 September 2012, 51% was acquired of Krese Sociedad 
Intermediaria de Valores SAC from the Republic of Peru. The original purpose of the company was to provide 
financial services related to Peru’s stock market, although its corporate purpose has been modified to include 
the provision of stockbroking services. It has been registered with the Peruvian Securities and Exchange 
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Commission (Superintendencia del Mercado de Valores or SMV) and its name has been changed to the current 
one.

On 2 October 2013, the General Shareholders’ Meeting of this company agreed to reduce its share capital 
to zero and also agreed a simultaneous capital increase via the capitalisation of loans pending at the date, a 
fact that led to the shareholding of Crèdit Andorrà SA to reach 100% as it was not subscribed by minority 
shareholders.

The Group’s companies consolidated via the equity method are set out in notes 6.1 and 6.2.

2.5 Comparing the information
The information contained in these financial statements for 2016 referring to 2015 is only presented for 
comparative purposes and therefore does not constitute the Group’s consolidated financial statements for 2015.

The balances presented in these financial statements for 2016 and 2015 are comparable.

Accounting principles and valuation guidelines applied

The accounting principles and policies and the valuation criteria established by the ANIF in the Accounting Plan of 
the Andorran Financial System have been applied in preparing these financial statements for 2016. These principles 
are as follows:

3.1 Going concern premise
In preparing the consolidated accounts, it has been assumed that the management of the companies within 
the Group will continue in the future. The application of the accounting rules has therefore not been aimed 
at determining the value of the net consolidated equity for the purposes of its total or partial transfer, nor the 
resulting amount in the case of it being dissolved.

3.2 Accrual accounting
Income and expenditure are recorded according to the accrual period, applying the financial method for those 
transactions with a liquidation date of more than twelve months. The only exception relates to interest on 
doubtful and very doubtful loans, which are only recognised as income when collected.

In applying this principle, accrual accounts show income/expenditure accrued by not collected/paid, and 
income/expenditure collected/prepaid.

3.3 Recording principle
Following banking practice, transactions are recorded on the date they take place, which may be different from 
the corresponding value date, which is taken as the basis for calculating income and expenditure for interest.

3.4 Conversion of foreign currencies
Assets and liabilities expressed in foreign currencies other than the euro are converted to euros at the exchange 
rate current on the balance sheet date, obtained from reliable market sources. Income and expenditure are 
converted at exchange rates current on the transaction date.

Note 3
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Below are details of the key exchange rates at the close of the financial year:

2016 2015

US dollar 1.0541 1.0887
Swiss franc 1.0739 1.0835
Pound sterling 0.8562 0.7340
Japanese yen 123.40 131.07
Canadian dollar 1.4188 1.5116

3.5 Classification of the risk of insolvency and provisions
A. Classification of the risk of insolvency
Doubtful debts are defined as those doubts whose repayment is considered to be problematic due to a reduced 
possibility of payment due to inability of the debtor to fulfil their contractual obligations. The objective reason 
for assets to be included in this classification are where the principal amount or interests are more than six 
months past maturity. The subjective reason for inclusion covers assets that, while not meeting the objective 
criteria above, the Bank considers may still be defined as doubtful.

However, in case of a single risk with accumulation of amounts due and uncollected classified as doubtful, be it 
due to the principal amount or the interests and expenses, where this amount is more than 25% of unmatured 
amounts (excluding non-accrued interests), or where an amount matured more than a year ago, the whole of 
these assets may be classified as doubtful.

In any case, the bank assesses the possibility of classifying all monetary risks of a particular client as doubtful 
by considering criteria of prudence and guarantees provided by the debtor in cases where the accumulation of 
risks classified as doubtful exceed 25% of outstanding risks not classified as doubtful (excluding non-accrued 
interest). If the aforementioned percentage exceeds 35%, all outstanding risks is classified as doubtful.

B. Specific provisions
The determination of specific provisions is based on quantitative and qualitative regulatory guidelines and on a 
detailed analysis of exposure to credit risk, carried out by the entity itself, bearing in mind experience of actual 
loan losses and other relevant factors.

C. General provisions
The Group carries a general provision fund for insolvencies regarding loan investments as follows:

• 1% of loan investments to customers. This includes loan investments to the public sector.
Loan investments for the part covered by financial guarantee contracts, those covered by collateral of 
listed securities, with the limit of the market value of these securities, and mortgage loans and credit, 
with sufficient mortgage cover according to the content established in ANIF Memorandum 198/10 
on the Evaluation of land and property under mortgage guarantee, are not recorded under general 
provisions. This cannot be considered as effective mortgage cover if no appraisal has been carried out 
by an independent professional.

• 0.5% of bank loan investments to banks.

The Group also carries a general provision for insolvency for the institutional securities portfolio:

• 1% of the bonds issued by non-bank entities.
• 0.5% of the bonds issued by banks.
• Bonds issued by the central administrations of OECD and Andorra or those expressly guaranteed by 

these organisations are not recorded under general provisions.
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D. Provisions for country risk
The Group operates only with correspondent banks and lending institutions established in Andorra and 
in OECD countries. Risks regarding an institution’s branches abroad are considered as being in the parent 
company’s country of residence. The securities portfolio is made up of issues carried out in Andorra and the 
OECD, except in the case of the occasional issue traded in recognised financial markets. With regard to these 
bonds, no country risk provision is made, given that they are regularly traded with daily market quotations 
reflecting their real value.

3.6 Securities portfolio
The securities that go to make up the Bank’s securities portfolio are presented, according to their classification, 
in line with the following criteria:

Fixed income
The fixed-income securities that form part of the Group’s portfolio are presented, according to their 
classification, in line with the following criteria:

a) Securities classified as part of the trading portfolio, which are bonds the Group expects to see before maturity 
in order to benefit in the short term from price variations, are brought into account at their market value. The 
profit or loss arising from the valuation of these bonds, without taking into account the accrued interest, is 
recorded net in the profit and loss account under the item “Results of financial transactions – Income from 
securities transactions”. The interest accrued after acquisition is recorded under “Interest and related income – 
Bonds and other fixed-income securities”.

b) Securities within the held-to-maturity portfolio are bonds that the Group has decided to keep until they 
mature, being capable of doing so. These securities are recorded at their adjusted cost price. The cost price 
is adjusted daily by the amount resulting from accruing the negative or positive difference between the 
reimbursement value and the cost price during the remaining life of the security. The result of this accrual is 
recorded under “Interest and related income – Bonds and other fixed-income securities”.

On the disposal of securities, any losses arising are carried to the profit and loss account as extraordinary profit 
or loss; in the case of profit, this accrues lineally throughout the remaining life of the security sold as a result 
of financial transactions, unless exceptionally authorised by ANIF.

c) The rest of securities are classified in the ordinary investment portfolio and are valued at their cost price. 
However, the difference between the market or fair value and the cost price is calculated and provision is made, 
charged to the profit and loss account, for market fluctuation, which is equal to the sum of the different losses 
less the sum of the gains up to the amount of the losses.

The market value of unlisted fixed-income securities has been determined using a model (a valuation study 
carried out by an independent professional of renowned prestige or by the valuation section of the Financial 
and Operational Risk department). Valuation using a market model is largely based on the determination 
and recording of movements in market values related to credit risk. These movements are shown under the 
provision for market fluctuations mentioned above.

Securities from the trading portfolio are transferred to any other portfolio at market price, deducting the 
accrued interest, if necessary. Securities are transferred from the ordinary investment portfolio to the held-to-
maturity portfolio at cost price or market value, whichever is lower, and any losses arising are written off, if 
necessary.

Permanent investments
As established by ANIF Memorandum 123/01, as a general rule, securities classified in the permanent 
investment portfolio are valued on the balance sheet at cost price or market value, whichever is lower. If 
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the latter is lower, the necessary provision is made to reflect the amortisation of the provision for market 
fluctuation.

The market value of shares is determined by the share price on the last day of the year and, for unlisted shares, 
by the underlying book value of the investment based on the latest available balance sheet or the estimated 
value of short-term recovery.

With regard to the unlisted shares of Group companies, they are recorded by the value of the fraction 
represented by the net equity of the investment adjusted by the amount of potential capital gains existing at the 
time of acquisition up to the limit of the cost price.

In the presentation of the balance sheet, the provision for fluctuation for these shares will reduce the entry 
corresponding to the assets in question.

Equity and investment funds
Shares and parts of investment funds that make up the trading portfolio are recorded at market value.

Shares and parts of investment funds that are assigned to the ordinary investment portfolio are stated at cost 
price or market value, whichever is lower, and any negative differences in value are recorded in a provision for 
market fluctuation.

Market value is determined in accordance with the following criteria:

• Listed shares: share price on the last day of the year.
• Unlisted shares: underlying book value, based on the latest available balance sheet.
• Parts of investment funds: latest values provided by the managing companies and/or depositories of the 

investment funds.

Treasury shares
This includes shares and subordinated liabilities of the Group. For treasury shares, a reserve for an equivalent 
amount is created to reflect this assumption in equity accounts.

3.7 Consolidation differences, intangible assets and amortisable expenses
When a new company is incorporated within the consolidation perimeter, if there is a difference between 
the price paid for the subsidiary’s shares and the corresponding part of the equity, this difference is recorded 
in the assets under “Consolidation gains”. Nevertheless, before accounting positive differences from first 
consolidation and therefore, before determining the equity of the consolidation, it is evaluated whether any 
amount from these differences should be attributed directly to the headings on the consolidated balance sheet 
with a value higher or lower than their book value and up to the limit attributable to the parent company 
depending on the percentage holding in the dependent company.

As established by ANIF Memorandum 227/12 on initial consolidation differences and ANIF Memorandum 
228/12 on goodwill, differences from initial consolidation and goodwill are not amortised; however, an 
impairment test is carried out according to the current international valuation standards in this area for 
the sector, and if there are indications of asset impairment, the corresponding loss is recorded in the profit 
and loss account, which is irreversible. If the impairment test carried out on the investment in the investee 
company indicates impairment in portfolio investment, the value of the investee company is also adjusted in 
the corresponding individual financial statements, an adjustment which is also irreversible, as in the case of 
goodwill.

Amortisable expenses are amortised systematically against the profit and loss account, with a maximum limit 
of 5 years. Entities can send a reasoned application to the ANIF to extend this period up to 10 years (see note 
7.1). The rest of the headings under intangible fixed assets are straight-line amortised during the established 
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period of amortisation, which cannot exceed 10 years in any case, always in accordance with the current 
regulations and technical memoranda.

In this respect, amortisable expenses and intangible fixed assets are amortised over their useful life which, in 
general, is up to a maximum of 5 years. However, in the case of the Core Banking application, whose useful 
life (and therefore the period of contribution to the process of generating income for the Group) is longer than 
10 years, this is amortised by Crèdit Andorrà over a period of 10 years due to the significance and specific 
characteristics of this kind of application.

With regard to amortisable expenses, only those expenses are activated that can be affected in more than one 
year, such as expenses directly related to the purchase of new subsidiaries or businesses that have not been 
considered as at more than cost price according to that established by ANIF Memorandum 225/12. In this 
respect, Memorandum 225/12 “Considerations regarding the treatment of expenses related to acquisitions of 
holdings in Group companies” establishes that, in general, inherent expenses, those that are directly related to 
the acquisition and that are essential in order to carry out the purchase form part of the cost price.

3.8 Fixed assets
Fixed assets are recorded at cost, updated if necessary, less accumulated depreciation, which is spread over the 
useful life of each individual asset. Land where buildings and other constructions are located has an indefinite 
life and is therefore not depreciated.

Provision for depreciation is made when a reversible loss of economic value of the fixed asset is apparent.

On 12 June 2008, and with the prior presentation of valuations carried out by an independent expert, the 
ANIF authorised Crèdit Andorrà SA to revalue certain working fixed assets. This revaluation totaled 101,628 
thousand euros, recorded with a balancing entry in a revaluation reserve, as established by the Accounting Plan 
of the Andorran Financial System (see note 11). Every two years, the book value of these revalued assets is 
compared with their market value (obtained using valuations by an independent expert) and should the market 
value be lower than the net book value, provision is made for this difference charged to the revaluation reserves 
or profit and loss depending on its origin (see note 7.2.)

In the case of sale of revalued elements, the revaluation reserve is transferred to voluntary reserves, with prior 
authorisation from the ANIF.

Moreover, premises acquired or built before 31 December 1989, appeared on the balance sheet at their 
estimated market value, as established by an independent expert in November 1989 (see note 11).

Revaluation reserves are limited until the asset effectively leaves the Group and/or the ANIF authorises their 
access.

Upkeep and maintenance costs of fixed assets that do not improve their use or lengthen their useful life are 
charged to the profit and loss account when they occur, under general expenses.

Individual fixed assets are depreciated using the straight-line method in accordance with the following terms:

Years 

Buildings 30 to 50
Installations 8 to 10
Furniture 4 to 6
IT equipment 3 to 5
Vehicles 5
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Other properties acquired through partial or full foreclosure on loans are recorded under “Non-working 
fixed assets” at the book value of the loan foreclosed at the time of acquisition or the estimated market value, 
whichever is lower. Should the market value (based on updated valuations) be lower than the net book value at 
a later date, provision is made for this difference charged to the income statement (see note 7.2.).

Subsequently, assets acquired through foreclosure on unrepaid loans that are not applied to buildings/
equipment for own use or that remain unsold within a period of 3 years are depreciated, as of the date of 
foreclosure, according to the following cumulative depreciation percentages:

Between 3 and 4 years 25%
Between 4 and 5 years 50%
More than 5 years 75%

The book value of repossessed land and property must be certified by an updated valuation (at least every 
two years), carried out by an independent appraisal organisation. Any reductions in value are recorded in the 
profit and loss.

3.9 Provision for risks and contingencies
A. Specific provisions on contingent liabilities
Provisions for contingent liabilities contain the amounts to cover contingent payments or contingencies of a 
specific nature.

B. Provision for pensions and similar obligations
Up to 30 January 2012, obligations with all employees of Crèdit Andorrà SA and its Andorran 
subsidiaries, as well as those of their beneficiaries, related to such contingencies as retirement, death 
and incapacity (defined contribution system) were outsourced to an independent Andorran foundation  
(Previfun), established in 1998, governed under the Regulation of Mutual Funds for Benefit and Aid to Crèdit 
Andorrà Employees, approved by the Ordinary General Assembly of Mutual Fund Members of 23 October 
2006.

Since 30 January 2012, employees of Crèdit Andorrà SA and its Andorran subsidiaries are covered by an 
individual pension scheme with defined benefits (except passive mutual fund members and a number of 
members who are still working but close to retirement at that time, for whom the former conditions will 
be maintained). The management of the aforementioned pension system (including the management of 
the obligations maintained, as mentioned in the previous paragraph), has been outsourced to the insurance 
company of the Crèdit Andorrà Group (Crèdit Assegurances, SAU).

Consequently, regarding the aforementioned population, there are two different groups of people: one group 
made up of current employees who have joined the defined contribution pension plan and a second group 
made up of passive former mutual fund members and those close to retirement at 30 January 2012, who keep 
their former conditions (the right to receive a pension, which complements the state pension, so that these 
passive members can obtain a total pensionable salary recognised at the time of their retirement).

Consequently, the assumption by Crèdit Assegurances of the obligations for this second group entails the 
recognition, in the liabilities of the insurance company’s balance sheet, of the mathematically corresponding 
provisions. In calculating the mathematical provision, all the future pensions are taken into account that are 
expected to be paid to each mutual fund member until their death.
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Below are details of the actuarial hypotheses currently used to calculate the mathematical provision:

• Mortality tables PERM/F-2000-P
• Base interest (life): 4.89533%
• Charge for costs: 0%
• CPI: 3%

Different Group companies also benefit from other remuneration plans related to retirement, all of which 
correspond to defined contribution schemes (see note 9).

C. Other provisions
In other provisions, other specific funds are included, such as early retirement, restructuring, etc.

3.10 Provision for general banking risks
The provision for general banking risks corresponds to funds allocated by the Group for reasons of prudence, 
given the risks inherent in its banking activity.

3.11 Financial derivatives
The Group uses these instruments, principally futures or forward currency contracts, to hedge its balance 
positions in currencies other than the euro, recorded in off-balance sheet accounts at the nominal exchange 
amount at maturity of the respective contracts (see note 15).

Transactions undertaken in order to eliminate or significantly reduce exchange rate, interest rate or market 
risks in equity positions or other operations are considered hedging transactions. In these hedging operations, 
any profit or loss generated is accrued symmetrically in the profit and loss account as income or expenditure 
for the item hedged.

Non-hedging operations, i.e. trading transactions undertaken in regulated markets, are stated at their listed 
value and fluctuations are recorded in the profit and loss account.

Any profit or loss from trading transactions undertaken outside these markets is not recorded in the profit 
and loss accounts until effectively settled. Notwithstanding this, the positions are assessed every month and, 
if necessary, any potential net losses are charged to the profit and loss for each type of risk that may have 
resulted from these assessments. The types of risk considered for this purpose are interest, market price and 
exchange risk.

3.12 Taxes
A. General indirect tax
On 21 June 2012, Act 11/2012 was published on general indirect taxation, entering into force on 1 January 
2013. In its repealing provision, this Act, which contains a general tax rate of 4.5% except for essential products 
and services, which are taxed at a super-reduced rate (0%) or a reduced rate (1%), and an incremental rate 
of 9.5% applicable to banking and financial services, repeals, among others, the Act on indirect taxation on 
banking and financial services of 14 May 2002.

On 3 June 2014, the General Council of the Principality of Andorra passed Act 10/2014, amending Act 
11/2012 on general indirect taxation, in force until 1 July 2014. This act sets a limit for tax deductions, 
applicable only to the financial sector. This special regime establishes a maximum annual tax deduction of 
10% of the quotas accrued for any activity related tax limit, subject to but not considering operations carried 
out with fixed assets.

Under the assets on the balance sheet, in “Other assets”/“Taxation”/“Withholdings and advanced payments”, 
the Group includes any temporary amounts corresponding to the indirect general tax payable, and under 
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the liabilities on the balance sheet, in “Other liabilities”/“Taxation”/“Collection accounts”, any temporary 
amounts corresponding to the indirect general tax charged until effectively settled with the corresponding 
body.

Non-deductible tax deductions are included by the Group as an expense in the “Tax” paragraph of the 
operating margin.

B. Corporate tax
On 1 December 2011, the General Council of the Principality of Andorra passed Act 17/2011, amending Act 
95/2010 of 29 December on Corporate Tax (published in the Official Gazette of the Principality of Andorra, 
BOPA, number 80 on 28 December 2011), according to which limited companies (“societats anònimes”) are 
subject to a general tax rate of 10%. This Act came into force the day after it was published in BOPA and is 
applicable to taxation periods starting on 1 January 2012.

Expenditure on Corporate Tax represents all expenses for taxation on the profits from the year, as well as for 
the effect of variations in the assets and liabilities due to advance and deferred tax and tax debt.

Spending on tax on profits from the year are calculated using the sum of the current tax resulting from 
applying the tax rate on the tax base for the year, after having applied any fiscally admissible deductions, plus 
any variations in assets and liabilities due to advance/deferred taxes and tax debt, both for negative taxable 
incomes and for deductions.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities include temporary differences identified as those amounts expected to paid 
or received for differences between the book value of assets and liabilities and their fiscal value, as well as 
negative tax bases to be offset and credit for tax deductions that are not fiscally applied. These amounts are 
recorded by applying, to the corresponding temporary difference or credit, the expected tax rate to recover 
and settle them.

Any taxable temporary differences are recognised as deferred tax liability. For their part, deferred tax assets, 
identified with temporary differences, negative tax bases and deductions to be offset are only recognised in 
the case that the Group is deemed likely to have sufficient tax gains in the future against which these can be 
charged.

At the end of every accounting period, the deferred tax recorded is checked (both assets and liabilities) in 
order to verify any still in effect, and the relevant adjustments are made in accordance with the findings of 
the analyses carried out.

C. Non-resident income tax
On 29 December 2010, Act 94/2010 was passed on the taxation on income of non-residents for fiscal 
purposes, levied on income from economic activities carried out in Andorra by individuals or entities not 
resident for tax purposes and on income from work received by individuals who are not residents for tax 
purposes.

The tax rates for those obliged to pay this tax is 1.5% for reinsurance operations, 5% for fees and 10% in 
general cases.

The Group records any temporary amounts corresponding to the collection of tax on the income of nonresidents 
for fiscal purposes in the liabilities on its balance sheet, under “Other liabilities”/“Taxation”/“Collection 
accounts” until effectively settled with the corresponding body.
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D. Act 11/2005, of 13 June applying the Agreement between the Principality of Andorra and 
the European Union regarding the establishment of measures equivalent to those contained in 
Council Directive 2003/48/EC on the taxation of savings income in the form of interest payments.
At its meeting on 13 June 2005, the General Council passed Act 11/2005, applying the Agreement between 
the Principality of Andorra and the European Union regarding the establishment of measures equivalent to 
those contained in Council Directive 2003/48/EC on the taxation of savings income in the form of interest 
payments.

This Agreement establishes the obligation of paying agents established in the Principality of Andorra to carry 
out withholdings on interest payments to effective beneficiaries, individuals resident in one of the member 
states of the European Union. 75% of the amount resulting from this obligation is transferred to the countries 
where the effective beneficiaries live. Income resulting from pension and insurance contracts is exempt from 
this Agreement’s scope of application.

Under the liabilities on its balance sheet, in the heading “Other liabilities”/“Taxation”/ “Collection accounts”, 
the Group records any temporary amounts corresponding to withholdings carried out on interest payments 
until effectively settled with the corresponding body.

E. Act 5/2014, 24 April on Personal Income Tax
On 24 April 2014, the General Council of the Principality of Andorra passed Act 5/2014 on Personal Income 
Tax which came into force on 1 January 2015.

This act is a cornerstone of the process of financially opening the Principality of Andorra, insofar as it 
involves the creation of a personal income tax comparable to that existing in other neighboring countries, 
the European Union and the OECD.

This tax, among others, is levied on the income of individual taxpayers. Specifically, interest and other 
financial returns (returns on investment income), capital gains or losses at a tax rate of 10%.

The Group records any temporary amounts corresponding to the collection of Personal Income Tax for fiscal 
purposes in the liabilities on its balance sheet, under “Other liabilities”/“Taxation”/“Collection accounts” until 
effectively settled with the corresponding body.

3.13 Unused lines of credit
Lines of credit granted to customers are recorded in the balance sheet at the amount provided, and the 
amounts available in off-balance sheet accounts are recorded under the heading “Commitments and 
contingent risks – Operating commitments and risks”.
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Maturity of financial assets and liabilities and breakdown by currency

4.1 Distribution of maturity of financial assets and liabilities
The residual maturity of certain assets and liabilities at 31 December 2016 and 2015 is as follows (in thousand euros):

2016 Due
and doubtful

Up to 
1 month

From 1
to 3 months

From 3 months
to 1 year

From 1 to 5
years

More than
5 years Total

Assets
ANIF — 210 — — — — 210
Financial intermediaries - 
  sight, gross — 310,115 — — — — 310,115
Financial intermediaries - 
  forward, gross — — — — — — —
Loan investments, gross 136,702 67,824 133,372 614,107 761,555 1,103,092 2,816,652
Bonds and other fixed
  income instruments — 412 151,764 118,115 981,064 585,361 1,836,716

Total 136,702 378,561 285,136 732,222 1,742,619 1,688,453 4,963,693

Liabilities
ANIF — 31,457 — 721 — — 32,178
Banks and lending institutions — 64,598 24,000 — 49,201 — 137,799
Other financial intermediaries — 15,617 — — — — 15,617
Customer deposits - sight — 2,883,785 — — — — 2,883,785
Customer deposits - forward — 219,433 210,241 1,029,068 30,485 81,604 1,570,831
Bonds issued — 10,846 15,350 49,298 47,086 4,142 126,722

Total — 3,225,736 249,591 1,079,087 126,772 85,746 4,766,932

2015 Due
and doubtful

Up to 
1 month

From 1
to 3 months

From 3 months
to 1 year

From 1 to 5
years

More than
5 years Total

Assets
ANIF  — 2,235 — — — — 2,235
Financial intermediaries - 
  sight, gross — 512,688 — — — — 512,688
Financial intermediaries - 
  forward, gross — 4,422 1,622 — — — 6,044
Loan investments, gross 133,886 101,524 94,436 551,229 905,195 1,206,795 2,993,065
Bonds and other fixed
  income instruments — 126,130 11,123 69,701 970,969 750,721 1,928,644

Total 133,886 746,999 107,181 620,930 1,876,164 1,957,516 5,442,676

Liabilities
ANIF — 19,589 — 721 — — 20,310
Banks and lending institutions — 104,709 24,000 — 49,420 — 178,129
Other financial intermediaries — 31,210 — — — — 31,210
Customer deposits - sight — 3,034,979 — 1,402 40 — 3,036,421
Customer deposits - forward — 203,527 417,358 1,093,283 9,418 123,687 1,847,273
Bonds issued — 16,688 32,667 73,250 11,941 4,142 138,688

Total — 3,410,702 474,025 1,168,656 70,819 127,829 5,252,031

Note 4
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Interest rates on variable rate customer loans with maturity of more than one year are indexed at the one-year 
interbank market interest rate. At 31 December 2016 and 2015, there were no amounts without a maturity date.

4.2 Currency breakdown
Details follow of the currency breakdown of certain assets and liabilities as at 31 December 2016 and 2015 (in 
thousand euros):

2016 US Swiss Pounds Japanese Canadian Other
Euros dollars francs sterling yen dollars currencies Total

Assets
ANIF 210 — — — — — — 210

Financial 
  intermediaries - sight 204,022 62,442 2,718 19,198 2,291 607 18,837 310,115
Banks and lending 
  institutions — — — — — — — —
Provision for 
  insolvencies (–) — — — — — — — —

Total financial 
  intermediaries, net 204,022 62,442 2,718 19,198 2,291 607 18,837 310,115

Customer loans and 
  credits 2,438,953 307,497 41,333 3,056 4,704 — 1,549 2,797,092
Overdrafts on customer 
  accounts 5,074 425 — 31 17 — — 5,547
Customer bills 
  discounted 14,013 — — — — — — 14,013
Provision for 
  insolvencies (–) –37,862 — –10,019 — — — — –47,881

Total loan 
  investments, net 2,420,178 307,922 31,314 3,087 4,721 — 1,549 2,768,771

Securities portfolio, 
  net 1,214,102 699,685 — 126,640 — — 222 2,040,649

Total assets 3,838,512 1,070,049 34,032 148,925 7,012 607 20,608 5,119,745

Liabilities
ANIF 21,897 10,063 2 39 — 46 132 32,178
Banks and lending 
  institutions 137,944 2,689 — 47 16 — —2,897 137,799
Other financial 
  intermediaries 13,993 1,296 77 47 — 204 — 15,617
Customer deposits 3,148,493 1,025,443 56,838 150,276 6,050 15,984 51,532 4,454,616
Bonds issued 122,573 4,149 — — — — — 126,722

Total liabilities 3,444,900 1,043,640 56,917 150,409 6,066 16,234 48,767 4,766,932
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2015 US Swiss Pounds Japanese Canadian Other
Euros dollars francs sterling yen dollars currencies Total

Assets
ANIF 2,095 — 8 110 — 4 18 2,235

Financial 
  intermediaries - sight 207,640 208,455 32,852 11,107 806 18,274 33,554 512,688
Banks and lending 
  institutions 1,099 –1,670 — — — — 6,615 6,044
Provision for 
  insolvencies (–) –30 — — — — — — –30

Total financial 
  intermediaries, net 208,709 206,785 32,852 11,107 806 18,274 40,169 518,702

Customer loans and 
  credits 2,601,785 313,599 49,800 6,917 4,821 113 1,284 2,978,319
Overdrafts on customer 
  accounts 5,493 451 2 93 — — — 6,039
Customer bills 
  discounted 8,707 — — — — — — 8,707
Provision for 
  insolvencies (–) –82,110 –339 –1,909 –29 — –2 –4 –84,393

Total loan 
  investments, net 2,533,875 313,711 47,893 6,981 4,821 111 1,280 2,908,672

Securities portfolio, 
  net 1,282,768 608,869 — 144,342 — — 10 2,035,989

Total assets 4,027,447 1,129,365 80,753 162,540 5,627 18,389 41,477 5,465,598

Liabilities
ANIF 11,833 8,143 2 45 114 43 130 20,310
Banks and lending 
  institutions 174,191 1,661 13 — 1 — 2,263 178,129
Other financial 
   intermediaries

27,243 3,107 674 186 — — — 31,210

Customer deposits 3,422,497 1,173,271 78,722 145,315 1,907 18,290 43,692 4,883,694
Bonds issued 131,839 6,849 — — — — — 138,688

Total liabilities 3,767,603 1,193,031 79,411 145,546 2,022 18,333 46,085 5,252,031

For more information on the Group’s currency positions, see note 14.
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4.3 Bonds issued
The Group has different programmes of uses both short-term and long-term structured products, channelled 
through securities.

All the bods issued have been sold to the Group’s customers. The movement in the years 2016 and 2015 was 
as follows:

2016 2015

Opening balance for the year 138,688 245,247

Issues 124,037 135,520
Amortisation –135,749 –240,998
Valuation adjustments –254 –1,081

Closing balance for the year 126,722 138,688

The balance for this item at 31 December 2016, was mainly made up of 70,852 thousand euros corresponding 
to structured credit whose underlying assets form part of the Group’s own portfolio (97,175 thousand euros 
at 31 December 2015), 53,775 thousand euros corresponding to structured credit charged by the Group via 
credit derivative contracts with independent financial institutions (37,544 thousand euros at 31 December 
2015) and 2,095 thousand euros corresponding to structured products via which their holders acquire the 
risks and benefits of certain venture capital holdings in the Group’s own portfolio (3,969 thousand euros at 31 
December 2015).

Loan investments and financial intermediaries

5.1 Analysis of loan investments and financial intermediaries
The evaluation of loan investments and financial intermediaries with regard to minimum legal requirements 
and internal criteria, according to the breakdown below, as at 31 December 2016 and 2015 (in thousand euros) 
is as follows:

2016 Insolvency Net
Normal Due Doubtful Total provision amount

Financial intermediaries - sight 310,115 —  — 310,115  — 310,115
Due from banks - forward — — — — — —

Total financial intermediaries 310,115 — — 310,115 — 310,115

Customer loans and credits 2,662,994 2,494 131,604 2,797,092 –46,904 2,750,188
Overdrafts on customer accounts 3,075 1,191 1,281 5,547 –755 4,792
Customer bills discounted 13,881 — 132 14,013 –222 13,791

Loan investments - customers 2,679,950 3,685 133,017 2,816,652 –47,881 2,768,771

Note 5
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2015 Insolvency Net
Normal Due Doubtful Total provision amount

Financial intermediaries - sight 512,688 — — 512,688 — 512,688
Due from banks - forward 6,044 — — 6,044 –30 6,014

Total financial intermediaries 518,732 — — 518,732 –30 518,702

Customer loans and credits 2,848,381 4,806 125,132 2,978,319 –83,035 2,895,284
Overdrafts on customer accounts 2,169 2,266 1,604 6,039 –1,220 4,819
Customer bills discounted 8,629 — 78 8,707 –138 8,569

Loan investments - customers 2,859,179 7,072 126,814 2,993,065 –84,393 2,908,672

5.2 Provision for insolvencies
Movements in provision for insolvencies of forward financial intermediaries and loan investments during 2016 
and 2015 (in thousand euros) were as follows:

2016 Closing Allocations/ Amounts Others Closing
balance (recoveries) applied movements balance

Financial intermediaries
Provision banks - forward 30 –136 — 106 —

Loan investments
Specific loan investment provisions 77,675 –1,033 –35,238 –449 40,955
General loan investment provisions 6,718 310 — –102 6,926

Total loan investment provisions 84,393 –723 –35,238 –551 47,881

Total provisions 84,423 –859 –35,238 –445 47,881

2015 Opening Allocations/ Amounts Other Closing
balance (recoveries) applied movements balance

Financial intermediaries
Provision banks - forward 818 –788 — — 30

Loan investments
Specific loan investment provisions 68,198 32,116 –22,606 –33 77,675
General loan investment provisions 5,940 761 — 17 6,718

Total loan investment provisions 74,138 32,877 –22,606 –16 84,393

Total provisions 74,956 32,089 –22,606 –16 84,423

The balance of the applications listed in the previous movements is related mainly to the removal of loan 
investment assets considered very doubtful and/or defaulted (see note 19.2), and to processes of foreclosures 
and datio in solutum (see note 7.2).

At 31 December 2016, the Group had an NPL coverage ratio of 36% (66.55% at 31 December 2015) not 
including loans secured by mortgage collateral, and 118.12% (130.11% at 31 December 2015) taking mortgage 
secured loans into account.
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5.3 Collateral security for loan investment
Collateral security obtained for loan investments as at 31 December 2016 and 2015 (in thousand euros) is 
broken down as follows:

2016 Cash Total
deposits Securities Mortgages secured Unsecured Total

Loan investments, gross
Customer loans and credits 315,674 239,187 1,661,151 2,216,012 581,080 2,797,092
Overdrafts on customer accounts — — — — 5,547 5,547
Customer bills discounted — — — — 14,013 14,013

Total security for loan investments 315,674 239,187 1,661,151 2,216,012 600,640 2,816,652

2015 Cash Total
deposits Securities Mortgages secured Unsecured Total

Loan investments, gross
Customer loans and credits 306,493 280,410 1,725,763 2,312,666 665,653 2,978,319
Overdrafts on customer accounts — — — — 6,039 6,039
Customer bills discounted — — — — 8,707 8,707

Total security for loan investments 306,493 280,410 1,725,763 2,312,666 680,399 2,993,065

Given that no valuation is available that has been carried out by an independent professional, pursuant to ANIF 
Memorandum 198/10, at 31 December 2016 the Group had 50,170 thousand euros of mortgage loans classified 
as not secured by property (52,277 thousand euros at 31 December 2015) (see note 3.5).

The heading “Unsecured” includes balances with the public sector, detailed in the next point.

5.4 Loan investments to the public sector
The following is a breakdown of the loan investments to public sector entities as at 31 December 2016 and 
2015 (in thousand euros):

2016 2015

Loan investments to the public sector
Loans secured by the state of Andorra 81,343 91,551
Loans on counties in the Principality of Andorra 63,651 58,888
Other Andorran public bodies and para-public entities 42,038 47,404

Total 187,032 197,843

In accordance with applicable legislation, the Bank calculates a general provision of 1% of the total balance of 
these loan operations to the public sector (see note 3.5).
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Securities portfolio

6.1 Holdings in Group companies
At 31 December 2016 and 2015, the Bank had direct and indirect holdings in the following companies, 
consolidated according to the equity method (in thousand euros):

2016 % Dividends Book
Domicile Activity holding Capital Reserves 2016 paid out Equity value

Crèdit Assegurances SAU Andorra Insurance 100% 9,000 13,052 4,758 –3,800 23,010 23,010
CA Holding España SAU Spain Insurance 100% 10,638 –1,294 –50 — 9,294 9,294

32,304

2015 % Dividends Book
Domicile Activity holding Capital Reserves 2015 paid out Equity value

Crèdit Assegurances SAU Andorra Insurance 100% 9,000 12,467 4,455 –3,600 22,322 22,322
CA Holding España SAU Spain Insurance 100% 10,638 –1,814 549 — 9,373 9,373

31,695

The corporate purpose of Crèdit Assegurances SAU, parent company of the subgroup Crèdit Assegurances, is to 
carry out insurance actions and cover risks based on contracts of private law, including the life assurance branch 
in any of its types. It comes under the legal provisions established in the Act governing the actions of insurance 
companies of the Principality of Andorra, dated 11 May 1989. Its sole shareholder is Crèdit Andorrà SA.

At 31 December 2016, the subgroup Crèdit Assegurances included the following Spanish companies: ERM SA 
(79%), ERM Consultoría, SA (79%), ERM Correduria de Seguros y Reaseguros, SL (79%) and AMK Ibérica 
& Principado Correduría de Seguros, SL (19.75%), Confortauto Segur Correduría de Seguros, SL (39.50%), 
and the Andorran companies: CA Vida Assegurances SAU (100%), Actiu Assegurances SA (55%), Financera 
d’Assegurances SA (24.9%), Línia Asseguradora Andorrana SL (12.75%), Consell Assegurador SL (20%) and 
CA Vincles Actuarial SLU (100%).

The holding of Crèdit Assegurances SAU was consolidated by the equity method as the insurance business was 
deemed to be different from the banking business.

CA Holding España SAU. Being a holding company which, at present, mostly has subsidiaries related to the 
insurance business, this has been consolidated by the equity method as its business was deemed to be different 
from the banking business. 

• CA Life Insurance Experts Compañía de Seguros y Reaseguros SAU. On 29 April 2013, the Spanish 
Ministry of Finance and Competitiveness, on the proposal by the General Directorate of Insurance and 
Pension Funds, authorised the start of operations by this company in the area of life assurance in Spain. 
The creation of this insurance company forms part of the international expansion plan for the Crèdit 
Andorrà Group’s insurance business.

Note 6 
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6.2 Other investments, shares and other equity securities
The Group had the following direct “Other investments” and “Qualified holdings” at 31 December 2016 and 
2015 (in thousand euros):

2016 % Dividends Net book
holding Activity Domicile Capital Reserves Earnings paid out Equity value

Other investments 
ENSISA 49.57% Services Andorra 23,385 18,374 4,535 –456 45,838 22,722
SERMIPA XXI SA 20.00% Services Andorra 60 73 71 — 204 40
CLIGE SA 25.00% Services Andorra 1,240 6,195 145 –179 7,401 1,850
SPA SA 25.00% Services Andorra 301 217 35 –36 517 129

24,741

Qualified holdings
SEMTEE 17.05% Services Andorra 29,403 12,407 969 — 42,779 5,715
Banque Genevoise 
  de Gestion SA (**) 9.99% Banking Switzerland 9,312 17,096 –2,284 — 24,124 2,425
Other (*)         6,910

15,050

Other shares and equity instruments (***) 8,225

(*) Includes the rest of the indirect holdings: Mutua Eléctrica Sant Julià, etc. 
(**) Data from the 2016 tax year. 
(***) Includes Meridia and Visa. 
Note: Information refers to the latest financial statements available without adjusting by the percentage of the share held by the Group.

2015 % Dividends Net book
holding Activity Domicile Capital Reserves Earnings paid out Equity value

Other investments 
ENSISA 49.57% Services Andorra 23,385 14,600 3,727 –410 41,302 20,473
SERMIPA XXI SA 20.00% Services Andorra 60 58 14 — 132 26
CLIGE SA 25.00% Services Andorra 1,240 6,310 582 –161 7,971 1,993
SPA SA 25.00% Services Andorra 300 72 281 –28 625 156

22,648

Qualified holdings
SEMTEE 17.05% Services Andorra 29,403 16,506 –1,911 — 43,998 5,715
Banque Genevoise 
  de Gestion SA (**) 9.99% Banking Switzerland 9,229 18,334 –1,390 — 26,173 2,848
Other (*)         7,246

15,809

(*) Includes the rest of the indirect holdings: Mutua Eléctrica Sant Julià, etc. 
(**) Data from the 2014 tax year. 
Note:  Information refers to the latest financial statements available without adjusting by the percentage of the share held by the Group.

“Other investments” are consolidated by the equity method.

“Qualified holdings” are recorded at cost price or market value, whichever is lower.
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Esports de Neu Soldeu-Incles SA (ENSISA) manages the ski resort Soldeu-el Tarter at Canillo (Andorra), and 
also owns 50% of Neus de Valira SA (Nevasa), an Andorran company whose purpose is the commercialisation 
of Grandvalira.

Serveis de Mitjans de Pagaments XXI SA (SERMIPA XXI), whose corporate purpose and main business is 
the provision of services related to the use of credit and debit cards and other payment measures.

Clíniques Geriàtriques SA (CLIGE SA), in which Crèdit Andorrà has a 25% holding through its subsidiary 
Credit Initiatives SA, is a company whose corporate purpose and main business is running geriatric care 
centres.

Societat Pirenaica d’Aparcaments SA (SPA SA), in which Crèdit Andorrà has a 25% holding through its 
subsidiary Crèdit Iniciatives SA, is a company whose corporate purpose and main business is the management, 
promotion and commercial use of car parks.

Qualified holdings in a company are those in which the entity holds, directly or indirectly, at least 5% of its 
capital or of its voting rights, or in which the entity can appoint, directly or indirectly, at least 20% of the 
members of the Board of Directors of the company, or in which the entity exercises significant influence. 
Significant influence is understood as participation in the financial and operational decisions of a company, 
although these may not be controlled, and this may be exercised in various ways, usually via representation on 
the governing body, with participation in the process of establishing policies, important transactions, changing 
directors or technological dependence. Significant influence can be secured via participation in ownership or 
via agreements. It is assumed that significant influence is exercised when the holding company holds, directly 
or indirectly, more than 20% of the voting rights or of the capital of the investee company or 3% if listed on 
regulated markets.

Societat d’Economia Mixta Termolúdic Escaldes-Engordany SA (SEMTEE SA) manages the thermal water 
centre Caldea, located at Escaldes (Andorra).

Once the relevant authorisations were obtained, on 12 September 2013, and as part of its internationalisation 
process, Crèdit Andorrà SA acquired 9.9% of the capital of Banque Genevoise de Gestion SA 
(Switzerland).

In 2016, dividends totalling 695 thousand euros (665 thousand euros in 2015) were brought into account from 
“Other investments” and “Qualified holdings”.

6.3 Investment funds
A breakdown of holdings in investment funds at 31 December 2016 and 2015 is as follows (in thousand euros): 

2016 2015

Investment funds
  Group-related entities 22,368 13,656
  Entities not related to the Group 2,882 4,417

25,250 18,073

The balance at 31 December 2016 of the investment funds managed by entities not related to the Group 
includes 1,941 thousand euros, corresponding to holdings of venture capital firms, the risks and profits of 
which have been acquired by the Bank’s customers by taking out structured products (4,058 thousand euros at 
31 December 2015) (see note 4.3).
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The balance at 31 December 2016 of the investment funds managed by entities related to the Group includes 
16,370 thousand euros, corresponding to holdings of investment funds, the risks and profits of which have 
been acquired by the Bank’s customers by taking out structured products (7,049 thousand euros at 31 
December 2015) (see note 4.3).

6.4 Portfolio evaluation
The book value of those securities classified in the valuation categories set out in note 3.6 at 31 December 2016 
and 2015 is given below (in thousand euros):

2016 2015

Trading portfolio 16,370 7,048
  Fixed Income — —
  Equity instruments — —
  Investment funds 16,370 7,048
Held-to-maturity portfolio 1,834,191 1,921,179
Permanent investments 57,045 54,343
Ordinary investment portfolio 35,291 34,527
  Fixed Income 2,525 7,465
  Equity 23,371 15,809
  Investment funds 9,395 11,253
Treasury shares 100,085 21,447

Total 2,042,982 2,038,544

2016 2015

Listed securities 1,709,570 1,741,956
Unlisted securities 333,412 296,588

Total 2,042,982 2,038,544

Market fluctuation fund –762 –300
Provision for insolvencies (–) –1,571 –2,255

Total 2,040,649 2,035,989

The held-to-maturity portfolio is principally made up of issues of government bonds from OECD countries 
and other bonds and fixed-income securities issued by banks with a public guarantee, as well as structured 
products with capital secured against underlying government bonds from OECD countries. In this regard, in 
2016, a partial restructuring of the held-to-maturity portfolio was carried out and recognised under “Income 
from securities transactions” (ROF), a gain of 28,825 thousand euros (see note 3.6).

At 31 December 2016, the market or fair value of the held-to-maturity portfolio was  
1,824,331 thousand euros (1,953,349 thousand euros at 31 December 2015), of which 1,680,713 thousand 
euros was for listed securities while the rest, 143,618 thousand euros, corresponds to securities valued mark-to-
model or unlisted (1,763,282 thousand euros and 190,067 thousand euros respectively at 31 December 2015).

The cost price of the securities in the trading portfolio at 31 December 2016 was 13,785 thousand euros (7,494 
thousand euros at 31 December 2015).
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Pursuant to the Act governing mandatory investment ratios (see note 21.3), at 31 December 2016 the Group 
had subscribed 115,941 thousand euros to government bonds of the Principality of Andorra, issued on 31 
December 2013 at the official one-year Euribor interest rate of the European Central Bank, established on the 
first working day of each calendar year. The amount subscribed by the Group is recorded under the heading 
“Securities portfolio – Bonds and other fixed-income securities” in the consolidated balance sheet included 
here, within the held-to-maturity portfolio, as an unlisted security and not included in the calculation of the 
liquidity ratio.

The market value of the ordinary investment portfolio held in fixed-interest instruments at 31 December 
2016 was 2,464 thousand euros (7,528 thousand euros at 31 December 2015), of which 152 thousand euros 
correspond to listed securities (50 thousand euros at 31 December 2015) and 2,312 thousand euros correspond 
to unlisted securities (7,478 thousand euros at 31 December 2015) where the market value is estimated based 
on the mark-to-model (see note 3.6). The unlisted securities of the ordinary investment portfolio correspond 
primarily to structured securities sold by the Group and which are temporarily included in the portfolio of the 
Bank until they have been acquired by its customers.

The market value of the ordinary investment portfolio held in equity shares at 31 December 2016 was 27,415 
thousand euros (17,781 thousand euros at 31 December 2015).

The market value, at 31 December 2016, of the ordinary investment portfolio in collective investment 
undertakings was 13,307 thousand euros (18,382 thousand euros at 31 December 2015) of which 13,168 
correspond to unlisted securities (18,240 thousand euros at 31 December 2015).

At 31 December 2016, the Bank had treasury shares totaling 100,085 thousand euros (21,477 thousand euros 
at 31 December 2015) (see note 11).

6.5 Provision for market fluctuation
Movements in provision for market fluctuation in 2016 and 2015 (in thousand euros) were as follows:

2016 Opening Allocations/ Amounts Others Closing
balance (recoveries) applied mov. balance

Securities portfolio
Bonds and other fixed-income instruments 72 79 — — 151
Other investments — — — — —
Shares and other equity instruments — 96 — — 96
Investment funds 228 263 — 24 515

Total movements for the year 300 438 — 24 762

2015 Opening Allocations/ Amounts Other Closing
balance (recoveries) applied mov. balance

Securities portfolio
Bonds and other fixed-income instruments 1 71 — — 72
Other investments — — — — —
Shares and other equity instruments — — — — —
Investment funds 5,089 41 –5,337 435 228

Total movements for the year 5,090 112 –5,337 435 300
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In line with the applicable accounting regulations, the Group also has a general provision fund for insolvencies, 
whose details are as follows:

2016 Opening Allocations/ Amounts Others Closing
balance (recoveries) applied mov. balance

Securities portfolio
Bonds and other fixed-income instruments 2,255 –680 — –4 1,571

2015 Opening Allocations/ Amounts Other Closing
balance (recoveries) applied mov. balance

Securities portfolio
Bonds and other fixed-income instruments 4,710 –2,452 — –3 2,255

Fixed assets

7.1 Intangible assets and amortisable expenses 
The movements in intangible assets and amortisable expenses for 2016 and 2015 were as follows (in thousand 
euros):

12.31.2015 Additions Retirements Transfers/ 
Others 12.31.2016

Initial consolidation  
  gains 46,273 1,239 –112 — 47,400 

Intangible assets and amortisable 
  expenses

12.31.2015 Additions Retirements Transfers/ 
Others 12.31.2016

  Acquisition cost
  Goodwill 14,130 — –8,762 — 5,368
  IT applications 65,901 16,034 –11 14 81,938
  Amortisable expenses 48,355 3,757 — — 52,112

Total acquisition cost 128,386 19,791 –8,773 14 139,418

  Provision for depreciation
  Goodwill — — — — —
  IT applications –34,905 –7,031 11 162 –41,763
  Amortisable expenses –30,943 –5,606 — 279 –36,270

Total provision for depreciation –65,848 –12,637 11 441 –78,033

Total, net int. assets and 
  after amort. 62,538 7,154 –8,762 455 61,385 

Note 7 
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12.31.2014 Additions Retirements Transfers/ 
Others 12.31.2015

Initial consolidation  
  gains 46,707 — –434 — 46,273 

Intangible assets and amortisable 
  expenses

12.31.2014 Additions Retirements Transfers/ 
Others 12.31.2015

  Acquisition cost
  Goodwill 14,130 — — — 14,130
  IT applications 57,763 8,650 –512 — 65,901
  Amortisable expenses 41,879 6,741 –265 — 48,355

Total acquisition cost 113,772 15,391 –777 — 128,386

  Provision for depreciation
  Goodwill — — — — —
  IT applications –28,795 –6,818 708 — –34,905
  Amortisable expenses –25,805 –5,386 248 — –30,943

Total provision for depreciation –54,600 –12,204 956 — –65,848

Total, net int. assets and 
  after amort. 59,172 3,187 179 — 62,538 

The breakdown of gains from initial consolidation at 31 December 2016, are as follows: (1) Banque de 
Patrimoines Privés, SA, 10,091 thousand euros; (2) Banco Alcalá SA, 8,480 thousand euros; (3) Beta Capital 
Management LP, 27,969 thousand euros; (4) SPA SA 723 thousand euros; and (5) CLIGE SA 137 thousand 
euros.

Additions under “Initial consolidation gains” from the movement in 2016 have been caused entirely as a result 
of the increase in the Bank’s holding in Banco Alcalá SA (see note 2.4). For more information about deductions 
under “initial consolidation gains” and “goodwill”, see note 12.7. 

Additions under IT applications correspond both to the programming of several periphery management 
applications and also the development of the Bank’s Core Banking capabilities and their implementation in 
different Group subsidiaries.

Additions under “Amortisable expenses” correspond mainly to the Group’s strategies and internationalisation 
projects. 
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7.2 Fixed assets 
Movements in fixed assets for 2016 and 2015 were as follows (in thousand euros): 

Acquisition cost 12.31.15 Additions Retirements Transfers/ 
Others 12.31.16

  Working fixed assets
  Land 29,763 13,860 — 980 44,603 
  Buildings 42,404 6,208 — –980 47,632 
  Installations 66,507 2,232 –63 424 69,100 
  Furniture 15,335 311 –11 –33 15,602 
  IT equipment 14,119 403 — 517 15,039 
  Vehicles 289 — — –1 288 
  Fixed assets in progress 1,715 3,018 — –907 3,826 

Subtotal 170,132 26,032 –74 — 196,090 

  Non-working fixed assets
  Land 234,475 9,931 –19,782 1,316 225,940 
  Buildings 63,459 17,636 –25,809 –1,316 53,970 
  Installations 2,827 383 –1,462 — 1,748 
  Art collection 7,413 44 — — 7,457 

Subtotal 308,174 27,994 –47,053 — 289,115 

Total acquisition cost 478,306 54,026 –47,127 — 485,205 

Provision for depreciation
  Working fixed assets
  Buildings –20,350 –610 1,411 267 –19,282
  Installations –52,237 –3,571 21 –187 –55,974
  Furniture –13,421 –399 3 — –13,817
  IT equipment –10,258 –1,476 — –80 –11,814
  Vehicles –255 –17 2 — –270
  Others — — — — —

Subtotal –96,521 –6,073 1,437 — –101,157

  Non-working fixed assets
  Buildings –8,613 –4,581 3,181 — –10,013
  Installations –1,506 –135 1,089 — –552
  Others –77 — — — –77

Subtotal –10,196 –4,716 4,270 — –10,642

Total provision for 
  depreciation –106,717 –10,789 5,707 — –111,799

  Provision for depreciation –44,630 –11,068 3,845 –10,985 –62,838

Total fixed assets, net 326,959 32,169 –37,575 –10,985 310,568 
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Acquisition cost 12.31.14 Additions Retirements Transfers/ 
Others 12.31.15

  Working fixed assets
  Land 30,130 — –367 — 29,763 
  Buildings 42,542 — –5,108 4,970 42,404 
  Installations 63,525 4,052 –1,999 929 66,507 
  Furniture 14,757 758 –188 8 15,335 
  IT equipment 12,689 710 –640 1,360 14,119 
  Vehicles 377 — –88 — 289 
  Fixed assets in progress 2,698 1,728 –301 –2,410 1,715 

Subtotal 166,718 7,248 –8,691 4,857 170,132 

  Non-working fixed assets
  Land 229,006 13,684 –8,460 245 234,475 
  Buildings 65,870 16,047 –13,242 –5,216 63,459 
  Installations 2,096 795 –178 114 2,827 
  Art collection 7,206 207 — — 7,413 

Subtotal 304,178 30,733 –21,880 –4,857 308,174 

Total acquisition cost 470,896 37,981 –30,571 — 478,306 

Provision for depreciation
  Working fixed assets
  Buildings –18,618 –546 1,081 –2,267 –20,350
  Installations –49,267 –3,980 1,014 –4 –52,237
  Furniture –13,094 –390 63 — –13,421
  IT equipment –9,055 –1,871 668 — –10,258
  Vehicles –315 –21 81 — –255
  Other — — — — —

Subtotal –90,349 –6,808 2,907 –2,271 –96,521

  Non-working fixed assets
  Buildings –11,957 –4,590 5,667 2,267 –8,613
  Installations –1,455 –72 17 4 –1,506
  Other –77 — — — –77

Subtotal –13,489 –4,662 5,684 2,271 –10,196

Total provision for  
  depreciation –103,838 –11,470 8,591 — –106,717

  Provision for depreciation –43,003 –3,377 1,750 — –44,630

Total fixed assets, net 324,055 23,134 –20,230 — 326,959 

At 31 December 2016, the item “Provisions for depreciation” included 40,428 thousand euros corresponding 
to the depreciation of non-working fixed assets that were revalued in 2008 (33,028 thousand euros at 31 
December 2015). The amount of the allocation of provisions shown under “Others” corresponds to the amount 
reversed against equity (see notes 3.8 and 11). 
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Of the total additions of non-working fixed assets in 2016, 26,065 thousand euros corresponds to assets 
acquired by the Bank through repossession or datio in solutum of assets in lieu of payment of debt (29,730 
thousand euros in 2015) (see note 5.2).

Of the total retirements of non-working assets in 2016, 27,911 thousand euros corresponds to sales of land and 
property acquired by the Bank through repossession or datio in solutum of assets in lieu of payment of debt 
(21,823 thousand euros in 2015).

On 31 December 2014, Crèdit Andorrà signed an agreement with a group of foreign investors resident in 
Andorra to sell and then lease for 20 years (with the option to extend for a further 10 years, to be decided by the 
Bank) certain of its working properties, including the Bank’s head offices. The sale price was set at 85.8 million 
euros (after indirect taxes) and the Group made capital gains of 39.8 million euros, having discounted the 
expenses incurred and corresponding taxes (see note 12.7). However, during June 2016, for reasons unrelated 
to the initial sale, which have in no way reversed the original operation, the Group proceeded to buy two of the 
properties that were originally included in the operation at market value at the time of purchase, which explains 
the 21.6 million euro total of registered working fixed assets shown in the previous movement.

At 31 December 2016 and 2015, all property was fully available.

The fully depreciated fixed assets at 31 December 2016 totalled 90,406 thousand euros (71,709 thousand euros 
in 2015).

Provision for risks and contingencies

The movements in provision for risks and contingencies in 2016 and 2015 (in thousand euros) are given below:

2016 Closing Amounts Closing
balance Allocation Recoveries applied Other mov. balance

Provision for contingent liabilities 231 32 –2 — –2 259 
Other provisions 904 9,519 — –189 — 10,234 

1,135 9,551 –2 –189 –2 10,493 

2015 Opening Amounts Closing
balance Allocation Recoveries applied Other mov. balance

Provision for contingent liabilities 771 — –535 — –5 231 
Other provisions 847 — — –28 85 904 

1,618 — –535 –28 80 1,135 

“Other provisions” includes the necessary provisions resulting from early retirement commitments at 31 December 
2016 and 2015. However, of all additions to this heading during 2016, 8,933 thousand euros correspond to 
provisions made for staff restructuring recognised by the Group in December 2016, which have been allocated 
under the heading staff costs in the profit and loss account. 

Note 8 
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Pension fund and other funds

In 2016, contributions were made to Group employee pension funds totalling 2,186 thousand euros (1,977 thousand 
euros in 2015). These contributions included 408 thousand euros (339 thousand euros in 2015) corresponding to the 
commitment undertaken by the Bank’s Board of Directors while converting the Mutual Fund, consisting of making 
regular additional contributions up to a total of 3,800 thousand euros during the 10 years following conversion to 
guarantee the future viability of the Mutual Fund’s defined benefit system (see note 3.9).

Distribution of profits

The proposed distribution of profits of Crèdit Andorrà SA for the year 2016 to be presented by the Board of 
Directors to the General Shareholders’ Meeting for approval (in thousand euros) is as follows: 

2016 2015

Group profits for the year 65,044 72,005 
Profits awaiting application — —
Consolidation adjustments:
  By dividends 13,956 12,030 
  By other (net) –33,771 –24,334

Profit available for distribution from the Bank 45,229 59,701 

Dividend payments –10,000 –20,000
Restricted reserves Mem. 227/12 –4,483 –5,885
Provision to Bank Deposit Guarantee Reserve (see note 21.4) –2,577 –2,577
Transfer to voluntary reserves –28,169 –31,239

Profits awaiting application — —

In 2016, Crèdit Andorrà SA distributed interim dividends from the profits of 2016 totalling 10,000 thousand euros 
(20,000 thousand euros in 2015).

The profit from the Group’s consolidated companies will be distributed in the manner agreed by their respective 
Shareholders’ Meetings.

The calculation of the amount allocated to the reserve to cover the Bank Deposit Guarantee Fund has been made 
based on the provisions of the Deposit Guarantee Scheme Management Committee, which stipulates that the 
allocation must be calculated as 0.06% of the last calculation base of each member, taken individually, this model 
of allocation being recalibrated regularly every three years. The next recalibration of the Fund according to the 
allocations and the assets covered from each entity will be carried out during 2017 based on the audited financial 
statements from 2016. Any differences between the initially estimated allocations and those finally set by the Deposit 
Guarantee Scheme Management Committee (including the recalibrations that must be carried out every three years) 
are charged against reserves for the year in which they are definitively determined.

Note 10 

Note 9 
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Movements in shareholders’ equity

In 2016 and 2015, the following movements (in thousand euros) took place in shareholders’ equity:

2016

Share capital
Legal 

reserve
Guarantee 

reserve
Revaluation 

reserve
Voluntary 

reserve

Consoli-
dation  
reserve

Conversion 
differences Profit Total

Balance at beginning 
  of year before  
  distribution 70,000 14,000 50,953 54,885 349,548 29,576 1,896 52,005 622,863
Supplementary 
  dividend — — — — — — — — —
Distribution of 2015 
  profits / transfer 
  to reserves — — 2,577 — 37,124 — — –39,701 —
Adjustment guarantee 
  reserves — — –104 — 104 — — — —
Consolidated company 
  profit adjustments — — — — — — — –12,304 –12,304

Balance at beginning 
  of year following 
  distribution 70,000 14,000 53,426 54,885 386,776 29,576 1,896 — 610,559

Profits for 2016 — — — — — — — 65,044 65,044
Interim dividend 
  2016 — — — — — — — –10,000 –10,000
Application of holding 
  profits and others — — — — — 11,566 — — 11,566
Adjustment conversion
  reserves — — — –10,997 12 — — — –10,985
Adjustment conversion
  reserves — — — — — — — — —
Extraordinary 
contributions
  FAREB — — — — –11,926 — — — –11,926

Total 70,000 14,000 53,426 43,888 374,862 41,142 1,896 55,044 654,258

Note 11 
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2015

Share capital
Legal 

reserve
Guarantee 

reserve
Revaluation 

reserve
Voluntary 

reserve

Consoli-
dation  
reserve

Conversion 
differences Profit Total

Balance at beginning 
  of year before  
  distribution 70,000 14,000 48,375 54,885 333,132 17,092 442 51,544 589,470 
Supplementary 
  dividend — — — — — — — –20,000 –20,000
Distribution of 2014 
  profits / transfer 
  to reserves — — 2,595 — 17,724 — — –20,319 —
Adjustment guarantee 
  reserves — — –17 — 17 — — — —
Consolidated
  company profit
  adjustments — — — — — — — –11,225 –11,225

Balance at beginning 
  of year following 
  distribution 70,000 14,000 50,953 54,885 350,873 17,092 442 — 558,245 

Profits for 2015 — — — — — — — 72,005 72,005
Interim dividend 
  2015 — — — — — — — –20,000 –20,000
Application of holding 
  profits and others — — — — — 12,484 — — 12,484
Adjustment conversion
  reserves — — — — — — 1,454 — 1,454
Initial contribution 
  FAREB — — — — –1,325 — — — –1,325

Total 70,000 14,000 50,953 54,885 349,548 29,576 1,896 52,005 622,863 

Share capital
Share capital is represented by 790,000 “A” series shares and 210,000 “E” series shares, each of 70 euros, fully 
subscribed and paid up. Both series have the same economic and policy-making rights.

The 210,000 Class E shares are syndicated, with regard to transfer and policy-making rights in one of the two 
following syndication regimens, as chosen by each shareholder respectively:

• 35,065 Class E shares are subject to the original share syndication regimen, characterised by the fact their 
owners have the right to sell their shares to the Bank at a price fixed by the yearly Ordinary Shareholders’ 
Meeting if they so request and at least at the time of death of the employee.

• 174,935 Class E shares are subject to the share syndication regimen known as “liquidity window”, characterised 
by the fact their owners can sell and buy them (at the price set by the company’s Ordinary Shareholders’ 
Meeting) through a mechanism of liquidity windows, to which only employees in the “E” group have access. 
However, where they have not previously sold shares in any of the liquidity windows, the owners have the 
right to sell their shares to the Bank at least 20 years after dismissal or death of the employee.
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In this area, on 27 October 2016, the claim brought against the Bank by some former employees (covered by the 
original regimen), in which they claimed the price at which their Class E Crèdit Andorrà SA shares should be bought 
back should not include the discount rate decided by the General Shareholders’ Meeting in the case of voluntary sales of 
shares. In the sentence, the Spanish High Court decided that the Bank was to buy back shares of the claimants without 
applying the discount rate agreed there. Given the unfavorable resolution, the Bank has undertaken to recognise its 
obligation to buy back an amount of 46,563 thousand euros (maximum amount the Bank would face if all “E” group 
employees with the right to ask the Bank to buy back their shares were to decide to do so). Consequently, given the 
nature of the underlying assets, the Bank recognised treasury shares to offset the recognised obligation (see notes 6.4 
and 12.4) and has created a restricted reserve equivalent to the value of the treasury shares.

Legal reserve
In compliance with the Act governing companies passed by the General Council on 18 October 2007, a legal reserve 
must be established of a minimum of 10% of the profit until 20% of the share capital has been reached. At 31 
December 2016 and 2015, the Bank had this reserve totally set up.

Guarantee reserve
At 31 December 2016, in compliance with that established by Act 1/2011 on the creation of a deposit guarantee 
system by banks, Crèdit Andorrà had a restricted guarantee reserve totalling 53,426 thousand euros, hedged by an 
equivalent amount in eligible securities, according to article 7.3 of Act 1/2011 (50,953 at 31 December 2015) (see 
note 21.3 and 21.4).

Voluntary reserve
These reserves correspond to profits from previous years that have not been distributed by the General Shareholders’ 
Meeting.

In addition to the restricted reserve set up to cover the obligation recognised as a result of the above-mentioned 
sentence (see note 12.4), pursuant to article 23 of Act 20/2007 of 18 October, on public limited companies (“societats 
anònimes” and “de responsabilitat limitada” in Catalan), the Bank has set up a restricted reserve for loans granted 
to shareholders.

In addition, based on that established in Memorandum 227/12 on Differences from initial consolidation and 
Memorandum 228/12 on Goodwill, the Bank, via the appropriation of earnings, annually sets up a restricted reserve 
for at least 10% of the book value of the differences from the initial consolidation and goodwill reported, directly 
or indirectly, on its balance sheet, up to 100% of their value. To avoid overlapping, this reserve is not set up for any 
goodwill or differences from the initial consolidation of subsidiaries for which local regulations require a reserve 
of a similar nature to that described above (see notes 2.5, 7.1 and 10). At 31 December 2016, the restricted reserve 
totaled 20,127 thousand euros (17,876 thousand euros in 2015).

In accordance with Law 8/2015 on urgent measures to implement restructuring and resolution mechanisms 
for banks, after being required by the AREB, an extraordinary joint contribution has been made to the FAREB 
(Andorran Fund for the Resolution of Banking Entities) amounting to 30 million euros charged to voluntary 
reserves. In this regard, the extraordinary contribution made by Crèdit Andorrà amounted to 13,251 thousand 
euros, of which 1,325 thousand euros were disbursed before 31 December 2015, and the remaining 11,926 thousand 
euros were disbursed during 2016 (see note 21.6).

Revaluation reserve
This essential reserve initially corresponds to two revaluations:

• The first, totalling 13,934 thousand euros, corresponds to revaluations of buildings for own use of property 
acquired or built before 31 December 1989.

• The second, totaling 101,628 thousand euros, corresponds to the revaluation authorised by the ANIF on 12 
June 2008.
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At 31 December 2016, the outstanding balance of the revaluation reserve totalled 43,888 thousand euros (54,885 
thousand euros at 31 December 2015) (see notes 3.8 and 7.2), of which 13,934 thousand euros correspond to the 
revaluation at 31 December 1989 (totally amortised) and 29,954 thousand euros correspond to the revaluation at 
12 June 2008.

In 2016, the movements of reserves listed in the “Adjustment of revaluation reserves” correspond to the allocation 
of provisions for depreciation of revalued properties (see note 7.2).

Consolidation reserves
The consolidation reserves correspond to profits accrued in previous years by Group companies forming part of 
the consolidation from the date of their acquisition or constitution up to 31 December 2016 and 2015 that have not 
been distributed as dividends.

Consolidation reserves 2016 2015

Companies consolidated by the fully-integrated method 23,294 15,700 
Companies consolidated by the equity method 17,848 13,876 

41,142 29,576 

At 31 December 2016, the consolidation reserves by the fully-integrated method correspond principally to: Banque 
de Patrimoine Privés SA, 18,262 thousand euros (8,358 thousand euros at 31 December 2015); Crèdit Andorrà 
Panamá Holding SA, 616 thousand euros (–763 thousand euros at 31 December 2015); Banco Alcalá SA, 1,598 
thousand euros (1,824 thousand euros at 31 December 2015); Credi-Invest SA, –2,380 thousand euros (–2,161 
thousand euros at 31 December 2015); Patrigest SA, 2,201 thousand euros (2,124 thousand euros at 31 December 
2015); CA US GB LLC, 854 thousand euros (846 thousand euros at 31 December 2015); Informàtica Crèdit Andorrà 
SLU, –1,306 thousand euros (–1,018 thousand euros at 31 December 2015) and Crèdit Iniciatives 856 thousand 
euros (639 thousand euros at 31 December 2015).

The consolidation reserves by the equity method at 31 December 2016 correspond principally to 9,253 thousand 
euros of Crèdit Assegurances SAU (8,867 thousand euros at 31 December 2015) and 8,581 thousand euros of 
ENSISA (6,733 thousand euros at 31 December 2015).

Subordinated liabilities
On 26 October 2005, the ANIF Board of Governors agreed to authorise the issue of preference shares by Crèdit 
Andorrà SA Preference Ltd., to be accounted for as Tier 1 type regulatory capital of the Crèdit Andorrà Group.

In accordance with this ANIF authorisation, on 22 December 2005 Crèdit Andorrà Preference Ltd. carried out an 
issue of 100 million euros in preference shares, without voting rights and with a specified annual dividend of 5% in 
the first three years following issue and then variable annually with reference to the CMS 10-year rate plus 30 basis 
points, with a maximum of 8%, adjusted for the number of days during the year when the CMS 10-year rate is equal 
to or higher than the CMS 2-year rate.

On 25 January 2006, the ANIF Board of Governors agreed to authorise an increase in the preference share issued by 
Crèdit Andorrà Preference Ltd. amounting to an additional 50 million euros.

Crèdit Andorrà Preference Ltd. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Crèdit Andorrà and the issue mentioned has the 
joint and several and irrevocable guarantee of Crèdit Andorrà, as indicated in the corresponding information folder 
for the issue.
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This perpetual issue was fully taken up by third parties outside the Group and may be fully written off should the 
issuing company so decide, and with authorisation from the ANIF, after a period of six years following it being paid 
up. At 31 December 2016, the Group had preferred treasury shares of 53,522 thousand euros (21,447 thousand euros 
at 31 December 2015).

The variable coupon paid in the period between 23 December 2015 and 22 December 2016 was 1.209% (1.1540% 
for the period between 23 December 2014 and 22 December 2015).

Provision for general banking risks
The Group makes provision for general banking risks corresponding to funds allocated by the Bank for reasons of 
prudence, given the risks inherent in its banking activity.

Movements in 2016 and 2015 were as follows:

2016 2015

Opening balance for the year 5,427 10,000 
  Allocation to fund — — 
  Recoveries –5,427 –4,573

Closing balance for the year — 5,427

In 2016, after obtaining authorisation from the ANIF, 5,427 thousand euros (4,573 thousand euros in 2015) were 
recovered (see note 12.7).

Other balance sheet and profit and loss account items

Other significant items on the balance sheet and in profit and loss account for the years ended 31 December 2016 
and 2015 (in thousand euros) are shown below:

12.1 Asset accrual accounts
The details of this item on the balance sheet are as follows (in thousand euros):

2016 2015

Accrued income receivable 57,474 54,598 
  Interest 31,150 32,613 
  Commissions 26,324 21,985 
  Others — —

Prepaid expenses 2,701  3,069 
  Commissions 57 79 
  Others 2,644 2,990 

60,175 57,667

Note 12 
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12.2 Liability accrual accounts
The details of this item on the balance sheet are as follows (in thousand euros): 

2016 2015

Accrued unpaid expenses 31,849 30,934 
  Interest 13,954 11,984 
  Commissions 3,685 2,170 
  Others 14,210 16,780 

Before-due receipts 452 676 
  Interest — — 
  Commissions — —
  Other 452 676 

32,301 31,610 

12.3 Other assets
The details of this item on the balance sheet are as follows (in thousand euros):

2016 2015

Other assets 57,932 84,863 
  Operations underway 40,854 66,583
  Taxation 10,697 4,544 
    Withholdings and advanced payments (note 3.12.A) 2,119 961 
    Pre-paid tax 2,696 3,437 
    Fiscal credit 5,882 146 
  Options acquired 2,429 4,981 
  Stock 401 449 
  Others 3,551 8,306

Of the total pre-paid tax at 31 December 2016, 2,505 thousand euros correspond to the Andorran fiscal group 
that can be consolidated (2,989 thousand euros at 31 December 2015) (see note 13.3).

Of the total under the heading “Tax credits” at 31 December 2016, 5,686 thousand euros correspond to 
the activation in 2016 of tax losses by Banque de Patrimoines Privés SA. These losses, which come from 
the acquisition of a subsidiary in 2011, were activated once we had a historical record of recurring profits 
sufficient to demonstrate their recoverability (see note 12.8). However, the reduction from “Operations 
underway” corresponds mainly to the cancellation of the debit balance related to the sale and leaseback 
operation mentioned in note 7.2, which was receivable at 31 December 2015.
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12.4 Other liabilities
The details of this item on the balance sheet are as follows (in thousand euros):

2016 2015

Other liabilities 101,674 34,467 
  Operations underway 89,952 9,954 
  Suppliers and other creditors 3,533 3,551 
  Taxation 7,059 9,925 
    IR corporate tax (note 13.2) 710 2,116 
    Deferred taxes 1,477 2,037 
    Collection accounts 4,872 5,772
  Options issued 1,130 11,037 

Of the total operations underway at 31 December 2016, 46,563 thousand euros correspond to the offsetting of 
treasury shares recognised as a result of the judgment on 27 October 2016, (see note 11) and 9,812 thousand 
euros correspond to the recognition of certain historical inefficiencies identified in coverage with interest rate 
risks in the retail credit portfolio, which has been recognised as “Results of financial transactions – Income 
from securities transactions”. The rest of the difference between the balance of this heading at 31 December 
2016 and 2015 relates mainly to the difference between the outstanding balances payable to the clearing house 
on both dates.

Of the total deferred taxes at 31 December 2016, 919 thousand euros correspond to the Andorran fiscal group 
that can be consolidated (1,374 thousand euros at 31 December 2015) (see note 13.4).

12.5 Commissions for services
The details of these items in the profit and loss account (in thousand euros) are as follows:

2016 2015

Commissions on services supplied 161,762 179,479 
  For transactions with securities and other instruments to third parties 132,234 152,119 
  For loan transactions 7,413 7,061 
  For foreign exchange transactions 1,079 947 
  Others 21,036 19,352 
    Account administration and maintenance 8,222 10,022 
    Others 12,814 9,330 
Commissions on services received –31,426 –37,348
  For transactions with financial intermediaries –26,921 –33,627
  Others –4,505 –3,721

Net service commissions 130,336 142,131 
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12.6 General expenses and taxes
The details of these items in the profit and loss account (in thousand euros) are as follows: 

2016 2015

Supplies –1,092 –983

External services –43,840 –43,033
  Leases –7,311 –9,013
  Repairs and conservation (maintenance) –5,597 –4,324
  Services from independent professionals –13,447 –12,411
  Fund security and transport services –1,406 –1,434
  Insurance premiums –1,076 –1,343
  Advertising and public relations –3,277 –3,532
  Utilities –6,292 –6,174
  Others –5,434 –4,802

Taxes –4,473 –4,263

Other general expenses –1,431 —
–50,836 –48,279

The balance under the heading “Other general expenses” for the year 2016 relates entirely to the provision of 
the ordinary contribution to be made by the FAREB (Andorran Fund for the Resolution of Banking Entities) 
(see note 6.21).

12.7 Extraordinary profits and losses due to asset impairment
The details of this item in the profit and loss account (in thousand euros) are as follows:

2016 2015

Extraordinary profit –7,337 –2,084
  Recovery provision for general banking risks (note 11) 5,427 4,573 
  Extraordinary profit 716 285 
  Extraordinary loss –3,708 –2,195
  Net profit (loss) from disposal of tangible and 
    intangible assets (note 7) –9,772 –4,747

Losses due to asset impairment –9,297

–16,634 –2,084

Of the total losses due to asset impairment recognised during 2016, 8,762 thousand euros correspond to 
the impairment of goodwill related to the Mexican domestic business operated through the subsidiary CA 
México Asesores Patrimoniales SA, and 112 thousand euros correspond to the impairment of differences 
from initial consolidation of CA Perú SAP, SAC, both included in the movement of intangible assets included 
in note 7.1. The rest corresponds to the valuation adjustment of the Bank’s holding in Banque Genevoise de 
Gestion SA (see note 6.2).
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12.8 Corporate tax
The details of this item in the profit and loss account (in thousand euros) are as follows: 

2016 2015

Corporate tax 2,170 –4,177
Local corporate tax –2,887 –4,284
  Tax due –2,818 –4,551
    Current tax (expenses) (note 13.2) –2,717 –4,000
    Expenses for deferred tax –101 –551
    Income from pre-paid tax — — 
    Income from deductions pending — —
  Adjustments –69 267 
Foreign corporate tax 5,057 107 
  Tax due (expenses) 5,629 107 
  Adjustments –572 —

Of the total accrued due to foreign corporate tax in 2016, 5,686 thousand euros correspond to the activation 
in 2016 of tax losses by Banque de Patrimoines Privés SA (see note 12.3).

Tax situation: corporate tax

13.1 Application of the fiscal consolidation regime
Crèdit Andorrà SA is the parent company of the Group which is taxed under the special fiscal consolidation 
regime (hereinafter the Fiscal Group). This Fiscal Group is made up of the dependent companies listed below, 
of which more than 75% of the share capital is held and all having the same financial year as the Bank:

• Credi-Invest SA
• Patrigest SA
• Crèdit Capital Immobiliari SA
• Informàtica Crèdit Andorrà SLU

• Crèdit Iniciatives SA
• Crèdit Assegurances SAU
• CA Vida Assegurances SAU
• CA Vincles Actuarial SLU

The Bank’s directors do not expect any additional liabilities of any significance to arise should the tax 
authorities carry out an inspection.

13.2 Reconciliation between the book and taxable profit, and calculation of tax due
As certain operations are treated differently for the purposes of corporate tax and when preparing these 
annual accounts, the consolidated taxable income for the year differs from the book income.

Note 13 
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Below is the reconciliation between the book income and the taxable income of the consolidated Fiscal Group 
in terms of corporate tax during the financial years of 2016 and 2015 (thousand euros): 

2016 2015

Aggregate pre-tax book income (*) 65,530 78,949

Permanent differences 680 322
Temporary differences –1,003 –5,510
Eliminations –15,113 –13,133

Taxable income 50,094 60,628

Tax liability at 10% 5,009 6,063
Deductions and rebates –2,292 –2,063

Net tax payable (note 12.8) 2,717 4,000
Prepaid –2,007 –1,884

Tax to be paid or refunded (note 12.4) 710 2,116

(*) Not including eliminations and taxes for the companies that make up the Fiscal Group.

13.3 Deferred taxation
Applying current regulations, certain temporary differences have arisen that have been reported in the 
balance sheet at 31 December 2016 and 2015. The movement of the different fiscal assets and liabilities during 
2016 and 2015 is as follows: 

Pre-paid tax Deferred taxes

2016 2015 2016 2015

  Opening balance 2,989 3,134 1,374 968 
  Increases 1,090 — 266 406 
  Decreases –1,574 –145 –721 —
  Closing balance 2,505 2,989 919 1,374 

The Bank’s directors expect the deferred taxes detailed in the above table to be reversed within 5 years.

The following are details by origin of the assets due to prepaid tax and the liabilities due to deferred tax at 31 
December 2016 and 2015: 

2016 2015

Assets due to prepaid tax (note 12.3)
  Temporary difference between income and expenditure

  Allocation to reserves 2,505 2,989
  Others — —

Liabilities due to deferred tax (note 12.4)
  Temporary difference between income and expenditure

  Deduction goodwill — 701
  Others 919 673
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13.4 Negative tax bases
None of the companies belonging to the fiscal consolidation Group generated a negative tax base prior to the 
Fiscal Group being established.

In 2016 and 2015, some companies belonging to the Fiscal Group generated a negative tax base, although 
these have been totally offset within the Fiscal Group. Consequently, there were no negative tax bases pending 
settlement at 31 December 2016 or 31 December 2015.

However, at 31 December 2016, the subsidiary Banque de Patrimoines Privés SA had a negative tax base 
pending settlement totalling 26,926 thousand euros (29,217 thousand euros at 31 December 2015), which 
already existed prior to its takeover by the Crèdit Andorrà Group.

13.5 Changes in the applicable tax rate
The applicable tax rate is 10% and this was not modified in 2016. Temporary differences have been recorded 
at the rate at which they will be reversed, i.e. 10%.

Net foreign currency positions

At year-end 2016 and 2015, the Group held the following significant foreign currency positions (in thousand euros): 

2016 Assets Liabilities Net position

Euros 3,489,760 3,601,256 –111,496
US dollar 1,174,698 1,114,092 60,606 
Swiss franc 38,912 62,804 –23,892
Pound sterling 128,053 128,826 –773
Japanese yen 867,973 749,005 118,968 
Canadian dollar 892 21,009 –20,117
Other currencies 21,484 44,780 –23,296

Total 5,721,772 5,721,772 —

2015 Assets Liabilities Net position

Euros 4,625,985 4,609,553 16,432 
US dollar 1,170,832 1,197,207 –26,375
Swiss franc 81,941 82,202 –261
Pound sterling 162,829 149,098 13,731 
Japanese yen 5,647 2,033 3,614 
Canadian dollar 18,421 18,442 –21
Other currencies 40,965 48,085 –7,120

Total 6,106,620 6,106,620 —

Exchange rates applied at year-end are those obtained from reliable market sources (see note 3.4).

The above table shows the currency position of items from the consolidated balance sheet. The Group also uses 
derivative products to close any possible currency gaps resulting from the balance positions (see notes 15 and 18).

Note 14 
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Financial derivatives

15.1 Analysis of financial derivatives
At 31 December 2016 and 2015, the Group held the following positions in financial derivatives, not listed on 
organised markets (face value in thousand euros).

2016 Less than From 1 to 5 More than
1 year years 5 years Total

Firm transactions
  Foreign exchange transactions 734,363 10,113 — 744,476 
  Interest rate swaps 27,127 178,272 228,320 433,719 
  Credit default swaps — — — —
  Futures 124,292 30,000 — 154,292 

Option transactions
  Options 37,647 2,768 33,535 73,950 

923,429 221,153 261,855 1,406,437 

2015 Less than From 1 to 5 More than
1 year years 5 years Total

Firm transactions
  Foreign exchange transactions 1,430,237 — — 1,430,237 
  Interest rate swaps 4,026 144,492 290,888 439,406 
  Credit default swaps — — — —
  Futures 120,000 30,000 — 150,000 

Option transactions
  Options 29,609 3,911 31,601 65,121 

1,583,872 178,403 322,489 2,084,764 

At year-end, these positions in financial derivatives were being used as hedge instruments for Group assets 
and liabilities or to offset open customer positions (see notes 3.11 and 15.2).

15.2 Treatment of hedges
Financial derivatives used to hedge specific market risks are individually assigned to those assets, liabilities 
or off-balance sheet positions being hedged and are initially recorded at cost. Forward foreign currency 
contracts are later adjusted at market value, applying these fluctuations to the profit and loss account. Market 
fluctuations in these hedge positions are monitored and controlled using RiskMetrics and ALM II models 
(assets and liabilities management). Furthermore, as mentioned in note 14, the bank uses derivative products 
to close any possible currency gaps resulting from the balance positions.

Note 15 
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Pledged assets

At 31 December 2016, Crèdit Andorrà had on its books a total of 6,871 thousand euros in guarantees required 
for futures transactions undertaken in regulated markets on account of third parties (5,232 thousand euros at 31 
December 2015).

At 31 December 2016, Crèdit Andorrà had deposits with financial intermediaries as pledged assets as a guarantee 
for its own obligations totalling 55,954 thousand euros (61,212 thousand euros at 31 December 2015).

At 31 December 2016, the Bank had temporary pledged asset contracts with independent third parties affecting 
2,945 thousand euros of the held-to-maturity portfolio (2,422 thousand euros at 31 December 2015). These 
temporarily pledged assets earn an interest rate of between 0% and 0.05% (2015: 0.1%-0.25%).

At 31 December 2016, the Group was using a total of 115,831 thousand euros from the held-to-maturity portfolio 
as a hedge for the Deposit Guarantee Fund (see note 21.4), and to guarantee a line of credit with regulators (123,305 
thousand euros at 31 December 2015).

Transactions with entities or persons related to the Group or Group entities

Details from 31 December 2016 and 2015 follow of the operations with entities or persons related to the Group or 
with Group entities which have not been consolidated by the fully-integrated method and account for more than 
10% of equity as shown on the balance sheet or 5% of the result for the year in the profit and loss account:

2016

Shareholders Board of Directors
General 

Management Companies
Other related

parties

Shareholders Non-shareholders

Individuals 2 — — — — —
Corporations — — — — — —

Assets 135,564 — — — — —
  Loan investments, banks and lending 
    institutions 135,564 — — — —  —
  Accrual accounts — — — — — —

Liabilities 3,828 — — — — —
  Financial intermediaries — — — — — —
  Time deposits 3,828 — — — — —
  Accrual accounts — — — — — —

Transactions with main shareholder (*) — — — — — —
  Interest and income - assimilated — — — — — —
  Interest and income - liable to assimilation — — — — — —
  Other — — — — — —

Off-balance-sheet records 7,872 — — — — —
  Obligations and contingent liabilities 4,014 — — — — —
  Deposits of securities 3,858 — — — — —

Note 17 

Note 16 
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2015

Shareholders Board of Directors
General 

Management Companies
Other related

parties

Shareholders Non-shareholders

Individuals 1 — — — — —
Corporations — — — — — —

Assets 90,111 — — — — —
  Loan investments, banks and lending 
    institutions

90,111
— — — —  —

  Accrual accounts — — — — — —

Liabilities 921 — — — — —
  Financial intermediaries — — — — — —
  Time deposits 921 — — — — —
  Accrual accounts — — — — — —

Transactions with main shareholder (*) — — — — — —
  Interest and income - assimilated — — — — — —
  Interest and income - liable to assimilation — — — — — —
  Other — — — — — —

Off-balance-sheet records 8,321 — — — — —
  Obligations and contingent liabilities 4,564 — — — — —
  Deposits of securities 3,757 — — — — —

(*) Transactions with related entities and persons above 5% of the profit for the year. 
All transactions with related entities and persons are carried out under market conditions.

At 31 December 2016 and 2015, there are no transactions with members of the Board of Directors and/or General 
Management (non-shareholders) which individually account for more than 10% of equity as shown on the balance 
sheet or 5% of the result for the year in the profit and loss account

Risk management and control

The Board of Directors of Crèdit Andorrà (hereinafter the Bank) is responsible for approving the policies to be 
applied both to the company and also to all the subsidiaries that form part of the Group. These policies define the 
strategies the Group wishes to implement (including those related to risk control and management). The Board has 
a delegate committee (made up of the chairman, vice-chairman and CEO) which pays particular attention to those 
aspects related to the supervision and control of the risks faced by the Group, supported and advised in this area by 
the Board of Directors.

In addition to the supervision carried out by the Executive Committee, the Company also has three other committees 
with powers in the area of risk, namely:

• The Assets, Liabilities and Risks Committee (COAPiR in Catalan), which is the body that implements 
the policies for investing the Bank’s shareholders’ equity and manages the Balance Sheet in accordance 
with the guidelines issued by the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee. The COAPiR meets 
at least once a month and also when circumstances warrant an additional meeting.

• The Senior Credit Committee (CSC in Catalan), which is a high level independent body that approves 
loans to customers based on certain thresholds and when these operations meet certain characteristics 
that prevent them from being approved by lower levels (the Loans division Committee and the Office 

Note 18
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Committee, which have also been delegated some authority for approval). The CSC meets at least once 
a week and also when circumstances warrant an additional meeting.

• The Committee for the Prevention of Money Laundering, which is the body responsible for internal 
controls and communication established under the Andorran Law on prevention of money laundering, 
and whose competencies cover the organisation and monitoring of compliance with the fight against 
money laundering and terrorist financing. The Bank’s representatives to UIFAnd are chosen from 
among its members.

18.1  Model of risk management and control
The Company is developing a model of risk management and control based on three lines of defence:

• The first line of defence is made up of the business units and support areas (including those specialising 
in risk) that manage risk in accordance with certain policies and limits established by the Board of 
Directors. Within this line there is also a first level of risk control that checks that the management and 
exposure to the type of risk in question is in line with that established by senior management.

• The second line of defence is made up of the division of Risk and Regulatory Compliance which, through 
the departments of Internal Control and Regulatory Compliance, ensures that risks are effectively 
monitored and managed with the level of appetite for risk defined by the Board of Directors.

• Finally, the Internal Audit department acts as a third line of defence, regularly verifying that the policies, 
methods and procedures employed are suitable and checking their effective implementation.

These three lines of defence are sufficiently separate and independent not to compromise the effectiveness of 
the overall system and they act in coordination to maximise their efficiency and enhance their effectiveness. 
Above these lines of defence, the Board’s Delegate Committee, the COAPiR and the CSC are ultimately 
responsible for ensuring the correct management and control of risks at the highest level of the organisation.

An essential part of any risk management and control model is that related to specific training. The internal 
control department, among others, is responsible for implementing the risk culture at Group level. 

As for training and raising awareness of prevention of money laundering, an online training platform has 
been implemented for all employees. This tool has been designed specifically for Crèdit Andorrà, and more 
than 500 employees have successfully passed the final evaluation test.

18.2  The Group’s risk profile
In its investments over the years, the Group has demonstrated its desire to achieve a relatively conservative, 
low/moderate risk profile in developing and taking advantage of opportunities in different areas according to 
the strategic and business plans it has established.

This profile is defined and supported by:

• A diversified business model based on universal banking specialised in private banking, both in the 
countries the Group is expanding to as well as in Andorra, although, in the latter case, it is also supported 
by the strong pillar of traditional retail/commercial banking, our original business.

• Geographical diversification, providing us with the advantage of being based in different zones and also 
under different regulations governing how to carry out different types of business well and correctly.

• Prudent risk management.
• A segregated structure to manage, assess, control and monitor risks and results appropriately.

These points help us to achieve profitable growth in our business volumes that work together with the 
prudent assumption of risk to achieve the ultimate goal of sustainable long-term growth in the Group, in its 
worth and in its financial and social benefits for its shareholders, employees and society in general.
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The Group has defined a global policy of prudent risk management which, with the aim of achieving an 
optimum balance between the risks assumed and the returns achieved, acts as the basis for business decisions 
by identifying, measuring and assessing the risks inherent in its business and financial activity.

18.3  Managing credit risk
In the framework of risk management established between the different stakeholders in the Loans Division, 
comprised of the Loan, Monitoring and Recovery – Defaults Departments, we actively oversee risk 
management in compliance with the current policy of credit risk established by the Group’s policy, based on 
three pillars.

Analysis and 
monitoring

of risk

Compliance 
with standards

(internal 
and external)

Compliance Compliance 
with standardswith standards

(internal (internal 
and external)and external)

Internal and 
external audits

Internal and Internal and 
external auditsexternal audits

Credit risk management – customer portfolio
Credit risk policy, the Group’s main source of risk, is governed by the following principles: 

• Criteria of prudence. 
• Analysis of the risk profile of each customer through an internal scoring system.
• Maximisation of guarantees to mitigate credit risk.
• Support for companies with their business plan.

The division’s structure and main functions are as follows:

• Loan Department: studies the viability of operations through careful analysis of qualitative and 
quantitative factors. Pedagogical management across the Group’s various business units in order to 
promote knowledge and awareness of the current risk policy.

• Monitoring Department: checks, observation and monitoring of the evolution of the credit portfolio. 
Design, development and implementation of new tools for proper management of credit risk oversight. 

• Recovery - Defaults Department: prepares proposals for negotiation of recovery in collaboration with 
all of the Group’s areas.

Currently the Group has three subsidiaries active in granting credit risk, located in Madrid, Luxembourg and 
Panama. Each subsidiary respects the credit risk model established by the parent company and adapts the 
specificities of their local context and specific regulatory framework to its risk management. 

The structure of Credit committees is as follows:

• Office Committee: committee that issues an initial decision and within its powers approves operations 
or escalates them where appropriate.
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• Loans Division Committee: committee based in the parent company in Andorra that centralises all requests after 
the completion of the Office Committee. It handles the study, resolution and checks for all operations 
for which the Committee has authority to make decisions up to a maximum of one million euros.

• Senior Credit Committee: the body with the highest level of decision-making authority in approval of 
operations. It handles the study and approval of transactions that exceed the powers of approval of the 
Credit Committee.

Managing credit risk – interbank deposits and securities portfolio
At the end of 2016, of the total exposure to credit risk, the securities portfolio represented 45.9% and 
customer loans, the remaining 54.1%.

With regard to interbank deposits and the securities portfolio, Crèdit Andorrà has also implemented the loan VaR 
as a management and control tool. This calculation is performed by using “CreditManager”, a program developed 
by J. P. Morgan. Crèdit Andorrà follows the loan VaR with a timescale of one year and a confidence level of 99%. 

At year-end, the loan VaR for the securities portfolio and interbank deposits was 16,430 thousand euros out 
of a total risk exposure of 1,461,493 thousand euros. This loan VaR is below the risk limit of 70,000 thousand 
euros set by the COAPiR. Furthermore, this loan VaR level would be equivalent to having a portfolio with 
an average rating of A+.

Within credit risk, special attention is given to counterparty risk and country risk, as well as diversification in 
terms of sector. These risks are regularly monitored, always keeping within the established limits.

Managing credit risk – counterparty and settlement risk
In order to control counterparty and settlement risk, and to a large extent the risk of concentration in financial 
institutions, the COAPiR approves counterparty exposure limits for different timescales on and off-balance.

By means of an internal model to assign counterparty exposure, the aim of which is to establish internal, 
objective criteria to measure the credit quality of different interbank counterparties and financial institutions, 
Crèdit Andorrà attempts to assign the maximum exposure limit in line with the range of limits being applied 
at any particular time. A standardised assignment is then carried out for each subsidiary of the Crèdit 
Andorrà Group while also respecting the maximum exposure limit assigned.

With regard to the off-balance sheet exposure of financial counterparties, a scale of ratios has been established 
based on asset maturity in order to weight the consumption of securities concentrated off the balance sheet. 
A financial counterparty ceiling has also been established by adding together the total consumption on and 
off the balance sheet.

The department for the control, methodology and assessment of financial risk also monitors and controls 
settlement risk by assigning settlement risk limits for each financial credit institution. Settlement risk is 
the risk that one of the parties of the financial contract fails to deliver a security or its value in cash on the 
settlement date agreed when the security was traded with the other counterparty.

The settlement risk limit for a financial credit institution is the maximum exposure assigned by the 
counterparty exposure model.

Managing country risk
Country risk is the risk incurred by counterparties resident in a specific country due to circumstances other 
than those related to the normal commercial risk. According to the economic development of countries, their 
political situation, regulatory and institutional framework and the rating given by credit ratings agencies for 
each country, Crèdit Andorrà classifies its operations carried out with third parties and assigns to each group 
the percentage of provisions for insolvency resulting from this analysis.
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With regard to exposure by geographical area, the COAPiR establishes percentage limits of maximum 
exposure at country or group of countries level, as applicable.

Additionally, and in terms of concentration by country, the investment directives approved by the COAPiR 
establish that the maximum exposure in a specific country must not account for more than 35% of the total 
country risk exposure.

The consolidated figure in euros, calculated for each country, includes the on or off-balance sheet investments 
that involve exposure to a given country.

18.4  Managing market risk
Market risk arises as a consequence of operations carried out in financial markets via financial instruments 
whose value can be affected by variations in market conditions, reflected in changes in the different assets 
and factors of financial risk. In all cases, market risk relates to a potential loss in the profitability or value of 
the portfolio resulting from unfavorable movements in market rates or prices.

Regarding the measurement, control and management of the different risks, Crèdit Andorrà tracks market 
risk using the VaR methodology, this being the market’s basic and standard variable. 

The historic VaR is used to obtain these measurements, which calculates the impact on the current portfolio 
value of historic variations in risk factors, taking into account the variations from the last 250 days and with 
a confidence interval of 95%.

The market VaR is calculated daily for a timescale of one day and with a confidence interval of 95% for 
portfolios of the Bank as a whole. 

A detailed report indicating the VaR, with various timescales and confidence intervals, is periodically sent 
to the members of the Executive Committee and the COAPiR. These VaR measurements, along with others, 
allow integrity and consistency to be tested. 

For the investment portfolios as a whole, the average daily VaR, calculated at a 95% level of confidence, was 
10,830 thousand euros, with a maximum and minimum of 15,284 thousand euros and 6,545 thousand euros 
respectively, compared with the authorised risk limit of 17 million euros.

An analysis of this report is supported by Backtesting. In 2016, Backtesting showed that gains and losses 
performed in accordance with what would be statistically expected. For investment portfolios as a whole, the 
daily VaR, with a 95% level of confidence, was exceeded in 3.1% of cases throughout the year compared with 
the expected figure of 5%. 

In order to monitor and control the market risks assumed by the Group, the COAPiR approves an overall 
structure of limits implemented through the following:

• Limits to investment; limited by volume.
• Limits to investment by issuer rating, maturity and portfolio or sub-portfolio.
• Limits to investment by issuer concentration.
• Limits via market risk; VaR per portfolio and overall VaR.
• Limits via maximum cumulative loss per year, quarter and month.

The department for the control, methodology and assessment of financial risk is responsible for monitoring 
and controlling these limits and the risks assumed.
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18.5  Managing foreign currency risk
Another source of risk is the risk of structural change, which results essentially from exposure to variations 
in exchange rates arising from positions in a currency other than the investment currency.

The COAPiR is responsible for defining and supervising hedging operations to limit the impact of possible 
exchange rate variations on assets and solvency, in line with their expected trends, and ensures the counter 
value in euros of the profit in the currency that is expected from the aforementioned investments.

Regarding foreign currency risk, the trading position is monitored on a daily basis (aggregating the spot and 
forward position) and a maximum position in terms of volume is applied for all currencies. For the purposes 
of calculating currency risk exposure, the net position is used for each currency.

At 31 December 2016, the overall open position in foreign currency risk amounted to 4,130 thousand euros, 
compared with the authorised limit of 5 million euros. 

18.6  Managing interest rate risk 
The Group has traditionally paid particular attention to maintaining a very strict relation between investment 
and how it is financed in order to help manage interest rate risk.

Exposure to interest rate risk is understood as the possible adverse variation in economic value and/or profit 
due to an unexpected variation in the market interest rate.

The COAPiR is responsible for defining the targets for managing interest rate risk, determining portfolio 
investment strategies, hedging strategies and for taking decisions concerning proposals to manage structural risk.

The Internal Control department is responsible for measuring, analysing, controlling and reporting on the 
interest rate risk assumed by the Group, using techniques to determine sensitivity and scenario analysis, as 
well as setting limits that, if necessary, avoid exposure to levels of risk that could have a significant effect on 
the Bank.

The main techniques used by the Group to measure interest rate risk are static and dynamic gaps, as well as 
deterministic and stochastic dynamic simulation techniques to measure the sensitivity of the financial margin 
and economic value under variations parallel and not parallel to the market interest rate.
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Static gap shows the distribution of maturities and interest rate revisions at a specific date. For balance sheet 
items without a contractual maturity date, their sensitivity to interest rates is analysed, together with their 
expected maturity date, considering the possibility that the customer may settle early.

Financial margin sensitivity reflects the impact on the balance sheet’s composition caused by changes in the 
interest rate curve. This sensitivity is measured by comparing the simulation of the most probable financial 
margin with other scenarios assuming a rise or fall in interest rates and changes in the steepness of the 
curve. At year-end, financial margin sensitivity at one year of the sensitive balance sheet assets and liabilities, 
assuming a rising interest rate scenario and another falling interest rate scenario of 100 basis points each, was 
+13.7% and +1.2%, respectively.

Economic value sensitivity to interest rates measures the impact of interest rate variations on the current 
balance sheet value. This sensitivity is measured by comparing the calculated economic value of the Bank 
and the economic value taking into account variations in the market interest rate, dividing the result by the 
Bank’s shareholders’ equity. At year-end, economic value sensitivity (in relation to equity), assuming a rising 
interest rate scenario and another falling interest rate scenario of 100 basis points each, was –2.9% and +4.5%, 
respectively.

Financial margin sensitivity focuses on the short and medium term while economic value sensitivity focuses 
on the medium and long term. These measures complement each other and provide an overall view of the 
Bank’s structural risk.
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18.7  Managing liquidity risk and financing
Liquidity risk is the risk resulting from potential difficulties in meeting obligations associated with financial 
liabilities that are settled by paying cash or through another financial asset. Liquidity risk is therefore the risk 
of not having enough liquidity to be able to fulfil, on the date due, payment obligations to third parties or 
having to do so at a higher cost.

The Internal Control department is responsible for reporting to the COAPiR regarding the monitoring of 
liquidity risk and the regulatory liquidity ratio, as well as monitoring trends and providing forecasts.
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The COAPiR is responsible for defining liquidity management targets, determining investment strategies for 
portfolios and taking decisions on proposals to manage liquidity risk.

The fundamental goal of liquidity risk management is to have the necessary instruments and processes, at all 
times, to ensure the Bank can meet its payment obligations on time, as well as carry out its business to achieve 
the strategic goals of the Group. 

Liquidity risk is measured from the point of view of liquidity requirements; i.e. making decisions regarding 
how to meet these needs. Such measures must cover the short, medium and long term and always with a 
global view of the balance sheet, covering both minority and majority positions.

The Group has drawn up a Liquidity Risk Contingency Plan that establishes an action plan for different crisis 
scenarios (systemic and specific), detailing measures at a commercial and institutional level to tackle this 
kind of situation.

18.8  Managing operational risk
The Group defines operational risk as the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, 
human resources or systems, or even external events.

The Group’s aim in controlling and managing operational risk is focused on identifying, measuring/assessing, 
controlling/mitigating and information on such risk.

The Group’s policy consists of identifying and eliminating the source of risk, irrespective of whether losses 
have occurred or not.

Regarding its risk profile, the Group has established that this risk must be low to medium-low so any incident 
occurring related to operational risk is reported directly to the Bank’s senior management as well as reviewed 
by the COAPiR.

The Bank has developed a new framework to measure and manage operational risk, the main core of which 
is based on the following aspects:

• Internal data. Gathering data on internal operational losses depending on their risk category and 
business line, in accordance with the Basel guidelines.

• Self-assessment of risks and controls. The Internal Control department has defined a methodology to 
self-assess operational risk with the aim of identifying and evaluating the operational risks inherent in 
our processes and products, the controls that mitigate these risks and their efficacy. The result of this 
methodology will be a map of operational risks assessed according to their inherent risk, efficacy of the 
control environments and residual risk with a qualitative VaR as a measure of the risk. Self-assessment 
of operational risks began in 2015, and this year many important milestones were achieved, including:

• Identification of all processes at Crèdit Andorrà SA, CAAM, Grup Asegurador and Banco Alcalá, 
and other Group organisations are now at an advanced stage of this phase. These processes are the 
basis for then identifying operational risks inherent to the Group’s activities.

• At the end of 2016, Banco Alcalá had carried out the identification of operational risks and controls 
and was completing self-assessments to generate risk maps, with an expected date of completion in 
the first quarter of 2017. 

• In the case of Crèdit Andorrà SA, at the end of 2016, 40% of departments had identified their 
risks and controls and were in the self-evaluation phase, or had finished and already mapped their 
operational risks.
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• External data. The Internal Control department monitors operational risk events occurring in the 
financial sector and published in the media and specialist risk forums so as to use them as possible 
scenarios in the self-assessment of operational risk. 

• Defined reporting lines. The Internal Control department reports regularly to the COAPiR and senior 
management on operational losses as well as the monitoring parameters for their management.

The percentage distribution of the impacts due to operational risk, according to risk category, as stipulated by 
Basel, for the periods 2015 and 2016 are as follows:
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18.9  Managing compliance, conduct and reputational risk
Compliance risk is the risk of sanctions, including financial ones, or of coming under another type of 
disciplinary measure imposed by supervisory bodies as a result of failing to comply with laws, regulations, 
rules, self-regulating standards of the organisation or codes of conduct applicable to the activity carried out. 
Conduct risk is the risk caused by inappropriate practices in the Bank’s relations with its customers, how they 
are treated and the products they are offered and their suitability for each specific customer.

Reputational risk is the risk of decline in the trust and reputation values of the organisation with stakeholders 
such as the customers themselves, possible customers, the general population or supervisory institutions and 
the legal system, due to events linked to bad practice or unethical behaviour.

The Group’s aim in managing compliance and conduct risk is: (i) to minimise the likelihood of irregularities 
occurring; and (ii) to ensure that any irregularities that do occur are identified, reported and promptly 
resolved.
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The strategy of the Group to minimise this risk is based on the following key aspects:

• Supervision of the management and control of the compliance and conduct risk and via a structure of 
committees designed by senior management which deal with this risk (Ethics Committee, Committee 
for the Prevention of Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism (PBCFT in Catalan) and the 
COAPiR).

• Corporate policies applicable to all Group companies, drawn up based on best international practices 
and not only on Andorran legislation in this area. These policies are subject to centralised review and 
verification by the parent company. 

• Strengthening the regulatory compliance and Prevention of Money Laundering departments which are 
responsible, among other functions, for safeguarding compliance with legal requirements, particularly 
in client approval and business oversight; supervising compliance of the Group’s code of conduct in the 
securities markets, for the prevention manuals and procedures to prevent money laundering, as well as 
for proposing improvements.

• Drawing up rules and procedural manuals that implement the content of the aforementioned policies 
and codes of the Group, and which are approved by the Bank’s Board of Directors.

• The existence of a homogenous system to record, control, manage and analyze the causes of the 
complaints according to their different categories, to be able to thereby identify the reasons for customer 
dissatisfaction, offer solutions that are suitable for each case and propose improvements, where 
necessary, to the processes causing such complaints.

Within the area of compliance and conduct risk, the Board of Directors of the Bank is responsible for 
approving the main policies to be applied throughout the Group. These are currently as follows:

• The Policy for Prevention of Money or Asset Laundering and Terrorist Financing.
• The Regulatory Compliance Policy.
• The Group’s Code of Ethics and Conduct.
• The Code of Conduct in the Securities Markets.
• The Investor Protection Policy.
• FATCA (Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act) / CRS (Common Reporting Standard) Policy.

The Director of the Corporate Services division reports on compliance every quarter to the Board’s Delegate 
Committee, as well as producing an annual report in writing. 

The organisational model is based around the Risks and Regulatory Compliance division which, in addition 
to the functions of the Internal Control department, is responsible for managing compliance and conduct risk 
throughout the Group. This division is made up of the department for the Prevention of Money Laundering 
and Financing of Terrorism as well as the department for Regulatory Compliance. This structure is repeated 
at each level of the subsidiaries where the Group operates, with the relevant reports from local units to the 
parent company.

Regulatory Compliance Department
The Regulatory Compliance Department is the internal, permanent body responsible for providing identification, 
assessment, monitoring and reporting of non-compliance risks within the Group, as well as advising the 
divisions affected on management of these risks. This reporting is effective, independent and continuous.

The main powers of the Regulatory Compliance Department are:

• Promoting and developing a culture of compliance by drafting policies applicable to the Group, as well 
as providing training and advice.

• Identifying and assessing the risk of non-compliance in order to determine the main objectives of 
monitoring activities and advice to be carried out, which culminates in a review plan for the year.
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• To report the results of the non-compliance risk assessment regularly to senior management of the 
company, expressing the most important aspects that may have occurred, indicating in particular 
whether appropriate action has been taken in the event shortcomings have been detected.

The scope of the department includes the following subjects, among others: a) protection of investors in the 
provision of investment and ancillary services; b) code of conduct in the securities markets; c) automatic 
exchange of information in tax matters; d) complaints service, and e) protection of personal data.

In 2016, the department has established itself as a second-line of control that reports to senior management 
independently through the Risk and Compliance Division Head. The department has promoted the adoption 
of the policy on personal data protection, as well as the automatic exchange of tax information standard to 
comply with requirements in the Law on automatic exchange of tax information, which came into force on 
1 January 2017. Moreover, we have implemented a platform for disseminating educational and e-learning 
content in the field of compliance, which is managed entirely by this department. It has also promoted 
coordination with the Internal Control Department on incidents involving operational risks to identify 
sources of risk due to compliance and behaviour. There have also been several training sessions attended 
by much of the workforce, covering the code of ethics and conduct, automatic exchange of tax information, 
and more. Finally, we have worked in the field of the banking association on various compliance initiatives, 
notably the Code of Ethics of the Association, approved in early 2017.

Department for the Prevention of Money Laundering
It is a strategic goal of the Group to have an effective, advanced system to prevent money laundering and the 
financing of terrorism in which, at the level of the parent company, the identification and management of 
prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing is coordinated, including all the business lines and 
geographical locations. It therefore aims to ensure the following: (i) clear, simple policies regarding corporate 
functions and, (ii) coordination and monitoring of the different regulatory compliance units of Group.

The Group has a policy of prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing approved by the Board of 
Directors. This policy has three essential lines of action shared by all Group companies (in which the Bank 
is a major shareholder). These lines of action are minimal in nature so that, if local legislation is stricter than 
Andorran legislation, the former is the one to be applied: 

• To carry out banking business in accordance with current legislation and use best banking practices in 
the area of prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing. 

• Prevent the use of any Group company or component to channel money or asset laundering operations 
or to finance terrorism, by implementing the operational rules and control and communication systems 
required.

• To ensure specific training for all Group employees on the prevention of money laundering and terrorist 
financing.

In addition to the aforementioned policy, the Group also has the following tools to prevent companies of the 
Group from being used by potential customers associated with criminal practices, such as:

• A risk-focused customer classification system in accordance with the best international standards, in 
which approval is required from different hierarchical and organisational levels.

• A range of committees (Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Committee, Customer 
Approval Committee, Management Committee and the Regulatory Compliance Unit).

• Human resources with exclusive or shared functions, with a support structure in line with the risk and 
size of each company.

• Procedural manuals that implement the aforementioned policy and that are adapted, updated and 
perfected over time. These procedures are drawn up by the regulatory compliance units at each company 
and approved by their respective Boards of Directors or Management Committee depending on the type 
of document in question. 
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• A range of technological tools to control prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing, either 
by identifying politically exposed people, automatically supervising operations, controlling transfers 
and customers, etc. 

• Regular, independent supervision which, depending on the company in question, can be carried 
out by an external expert hired by the subsidiary itself, by the regulator or by the Group’s internal 
audit department, whose function is corporate. With regard the foregoing, the corporate function 
permanently monitors this remotely by requesting information and documentation to certify the degree 
of compliance of the measures to be adopted, as recommended by the corporate function and also by 
internal and external auditors.

• During the period established by the corresponding authorities, counted as from the cancellation of an 
account or the completion of the corresponding transaction or operation, the following is kept: (i) copy 
of the documents that may be requested when applying due diligence; and (ii) original or official copy 
of the documents or records suitably certifying the operations, the people involved in these operations 
and business relations.

• Specific training programs complemented by training which is occasionally initiated at the Bank, whose 
aim is to improve the training in this field of the Group’s employees.

Off-balance sheet positions

19.1 Deposits of securities and others held in custody by third parties
Details of the composition by type of security and other securities deposited and held in trust with third 
parties at 31 December 2016 and 2015 are set out below (in thousand euros): 

2016 2015

Equity 2,575,496 3,132,565
Fixed Income 2,002,941 1,857,418
Parts of investment funds 3,179,900 3,303,757
Others 260,426 329,219

8,018,763 8,622,959

Whenever possible, own and third party shares and securities held in trust are always valued at market price 
with off-balance sheet positions (see note 3.6 for more information on methods for valuing the portfolio that 
can also be applied to securities held in trust).

19.2 Other off-balance-sheet records
The details of “Other off-balance-sheet records exclusively for management control” at 31 December 2016 
and 2015 (in thousand euros) were as follows: 

2016 2015

Guarantees and obligations received 860,508 957,726
Unlisted shares and those held in trust 690,133 672,633
Very doubtful loans 114,753 87,282
Pending products due, by doubtful loans 15,569 7,096
Others 25,111 41,531

1,706,074 1,766,268

Note 19
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In compliance with ANIF Memorandum 233/13, “Assets held in trust” includes all shares and securities held 
in trust with third parties that the Bank or one of its investees has issued, the shares of the Bank or of one of 
its investees held by third parties and held in custody by the Bank, as well as fiduciary deposits.

Customer funds managed

In compliance with ANIF Memorandum 209/13, below are details of the composition of assets under management, 
differentiating between those held in custody by the Group and those by third parties (in thousand euros):

2016 2015

Custody / deposited 
by the Bank 
(by Group)

Custody / 
deposited 

by third parties Total

Custody / 
deposited by the 

Bank 
(by Group)

Custody / 
deposited 

by third parties Total

Mutual funds 1,077,544 847,748 1,925,292 1,132,832 770,625 1,903,457
Individual customer portfolios 
  managed via mandate 875,112 — 875,112 1,224,114 — 1,224,114
Other individual customers 8,872,977 1,394,587 10,267,564 9,388,625 1,066,749 10,455,374

10,825,633 2,242,335 13,067,968 11,745,571 1,837,374 13,582,945

Compliance with regulations

21.1 Act governing the solvency and liquidity criteria of financial entities
At its session held on 29 February 1996, the General Council of the Principality of Andorra passed the Act 
governing the solvency and liquidity criteria of financial entities (hereinafter “the Act”).

In accordance with this Act, the Group must maintain an ordered financial structure to ensure its capacity 
to meet its obligations. This capacity can be observed essentially from a dual perspective: on the one hand, 
by quantifying the sufficiency of its equity (solvency ratio); and on the other, by means of a suitable period 
of time between the maturities of obligations and the availability of investments (liquidity ratio). The Crèdit 
Andorrà Group must maintain specific ratios with regard to quantitative measurement of the amounts 
of assets, liabilities and certain off-balance-sheet records calculated under accounting criteria, as well as 
qualitative options on the components, assessment of risk and other factors.

This Act makes it obligatory to maintain a solvency ratio, made up according to the recommendations of the 
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and Supervisory Practices, of a minimum of 10% of the weighted 
risk of assets. It also obliges financial entities to maintain a minimum liquidity ratio of at least 40%.

The requirements regarding minimum equity are calculated according to the Group’s exposure to credit 
risk (depending on the assets, commitments and other off-balance-sheet records with this risk, in terms of 
their amounts, characteristics, counterparties, guarantees, etc.), to counterparty risk and the position and 
settlement of the trading portfolio, to exchange risk and the position in gold (according to the overall net 
position in currency and net position in gold) and to commodity risk.

Note 20

Note 21
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Below are details of the solvency and liquidity ratios in comparison with the aforementioned legal 
requirements:

Group’s current ratio Legal minimum ratio

 2016 2015

Solvency ratio 21.72% 21.82% 10.00%
Liquidity ratio 59.03% 65.14% 40.00%

The supplementary dividend proposed by the Bank’s Board of Directors as part of the proposed distribution 
of profit (see note 10), which is pending approval by the General Shareholders’ Meeting, has already been 
deducted, where appropriate, from the solvency ratio contained in the above table.

It should be noted that the solvency ratio is calculated according to ANIF Memorandum 159/04 on Equity 
Requirements. This memorandum, which is technically binding, complements the Act governing the solvency 
and liquidity criteria of financial entities of 29 February 1996 and is designed to foster greater security and 
stability in the Andorran financial system by incorporating the hedging of market risks.

The Act also limits the concentration of risks in favor of any one beneficiary to 20% of the Bank’s equity. It 
also establishes that the concentration of risks that individually exceed 5% of the equity cannot go beyond the 
limit of 400% of this equity. Similarly, any balances or transactions maintained with members of the Board of 
Directors cannot be greater than 15% of the equity.

The Group met the requirements set out in this Act in 2015. The highest concentration of risk in favour of 
any single beneficiary was 16.45% (15.22% in 2015) of the Group’s equity. Total loans, discounts and other 
transactions creating individual credit risk in excess of 5% of the Group’s equity did not go above 103.16% 
(105.73% in 2015).

21.2  Act on international cooperation on crime and combating the laundering of money 
resulting from international crime and the financing of terrorism.
On 24 July 2001, the current Act on international cooperation on crime and combating the laundering of 
money and assets resulting from international crime came into force, replacing the previous Act protecting 
bank secrecy and preventing the laundering of money and assets resulting from crime, of 1995.

At its session on 11 December 2008, the General Council of the Principality of Andorra passed the Act 
amending the Act on international cooperation on crime and combating the laundering of money and assets 
resulting from international crime and the financing of terrorism. The amended text, as well as its subsequent 
amendments passed on 25 May 2011, 10 October 2013 and 27 March 2014, 15 January 2015 and 16 July 
2015, updates the previous Act, adapting it to international standards in this area and harmonising it with 
the equivalent laws in Europe.

As a continuation of the legal application of this Act, on 13 May 2009, the government passed the Regulation 
of the Act on international cooperation on crime and combating the laundering of money and assets resulting 
from international crime and the financing of terrorism. As in the case of the Act, this regulation was also 
updated on 18 May 2011, and subsequently on 20 November 2013.

The Group has gradually adapted its internal procedures to the successive national and international 
legislative modifications, taking into account the recommendations of the Financial Action Task Force 
(FATF) and of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and Supervisory Practices in order to ensure 
that financial services provided by any member of the Group cannot be used by any criminal organisation.
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21.3 Act governing mandatory investment ratios
At its session on 30 June 1994, the General Council of the Principality of Andorra passed the Act governing 
mandatory investment ratios. This Act obliges entities whose activities include receiving public deposits and 
which use these in granting loans and other investments to maintain an investment ratio in Andorran public 
funds.

On 9 December 2009, the Decree was passed that amends the Decree regulating the Act governing mandatory 
investment ratios of 22 August 1994, which obliges entities to maintain an investment ratio of 2% in public 
funds in their assets.

Government bonds
In compliance with this ratio, at 31 December 2016, Crèdit Andorrà SA had subscribed 115,941 thousand 
euros to government bonds of the Principality of Andorra. This figure is recorded under the heading 
“Securities portfolio – Bonds and other fixed-income instruments” of the enclosed balance sheet (see note 
6.4).

Programme aimed at the preferential funding of newly created firms and businesses, firms related 
to innovation, reconversion and enterprising projects
Also included in calculations as public funds are loans granted as part of a programme classified as of national 
and social interest, aimed at the preferential funding of newly created firms and businesses, firms related 
to innovation, reconversion and enterprising projects, passed by the government of Andorra on 3 March 
2010. The loans granted under this programme amounted to 741 thousand euros at 31 December 2016 and 
are recorded under the heading “Loan investments – Customer loans and credits” of the balance sheet (878 
thousand euros at 31 December 2015). These loans accrue an annual interest equivalent to the one-year 
Euribor rate, with the government acting as guarantor.

Programme aimed at the preferential funding for the rehabilitation of housing and residential 
buildings
Also included in calculations as public funds are loans granted as part of a programme classified as of 
national and social interest, aimed at the preferential funding for the rehabilitation of housing and residential 
buildings, passed by the government of Andorra on 23 March 2011. The loans granted under this programme 
amounted to 1,957 thousand euros at 31 December 2016 (2,000 thousand euros at 31 December 2015), and 
are recorded under the heading “Loan investments – Customer loans and credits” of the balance sheet. These 
loans accrue an annual interest equivalent to the one-year Euribor rate plus 0.5%.

Guarantee reserves
Until the new Act 1/2011 came into force, creating a system of deposit guarantees for banks (see note 21.4), 
all institutions in the Andorran financial system were subject to the Act governing the guarantee reserves for 
deposits and other operational duties to be maintained and deposited by entities operating in the financial 
system. This Act stipulated that entities had to maintain, among their permanent resources, minimum equity 
reserves to guarantee their operational obligations of up to 4% of their total investments, after deducting 
investments made using shareholders’ equity or funds from financial institutions.

In accordance with the aforementioned Act, entities involved in the Andorran financial system must set up 
and maintain guarantee reserves deposited with the ANIF. Since the new system came into force, applicable to 
banks, the amount invested corresponds only to the guarantee reserves of the Group’s management company.
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At 31 December 2016 and 2015, the balance and return from these deposits with the ANIF (in million euros) 
were as follows: 

2016 Interest  
Mandatory investments Deposit rate Period

Credi-Invest SA 210 0.0608% 30 December 2015 – 31 December 2016

2015 Interest  
Mandatory investments Deposit rate Period

Credi-Invest SA 210 0.3400% 31 December 2014 – 31 December 2015

21.4  Act 1/2011 on the creation of a deposit guarantee system for banks
On 2 February 2011, the General Council of the Principality of Andorra passed Act 1/2011 on the creation 
of a deposit guarantee scheme for banks in order to guarantee the return of funds in cash and securities 
deposited to the depositors. This Act establishes that, in order for the guarantee scheme to comply with 
the obligations attributed by this Act, all banks authorised to operate in Andorra must set up and maintain 
a restricted reserve in order to comply with the guarantees covered and that an amount equivalent to this 
reserve must be held invested in secure, liquid assets that comply with a series of requirements established 
by the Act for this purpose.

In this respect, at 31 December 2016, Crèdit Andorrà, in compliance with the provisions of article 7 
“Calculating the mandatory reserve and investment of the amount” of the aforementioned Act, held a 
restricted guarantee reserve of 53,426 thousand euros (50,953 thousand euros at 31 December 2015) and has 
assigned an equivalent amount of eligible securities, as per article 7.3 of Act 1/2011 (see notes 11 and 16).

As detailed in note 10, the distribution of the Bank’s profits proposed by the Board of Directors includes the 
allocation of 2,577 thousand euros from the profit for 2016 to a restricted reserve to guarantee deposits (2,473 
thousand euros in the proposed distribution of profit from 2015).

21.5  Act implementing the Agreement between the Principality of Andorra and the European 
Union regarding the taxation of savings income in the form of interest payments
At its meeting held on 21 February 2005, the General Council of the Principality of Andorra approved the 
Agreement between the Principality of Andorra and the European Union regarding the establishment of 
measures equivalent to those contained in Council Directive 2003/48/EC on the taxation of savings income 
in the form of interest payments. At its meeting held on 13 June 2005, it also approved the Act implementing 
this Agreement.

In this year, Crèdit Andorrà, as a payment agent, complied with the obligations contained in the Agreement 
and its implementing Act and paid withholding tax in accordance with that provided for in the aforementioned 
legislation.

21.6  Act 8/2015 on urgent measures to implement mechanisms for the restructuring and 
dissolution of banks
On 2 April 2015, the General Council passed Act 8/2015 on urgent measures to implement mechanisms for 
the restructuring and dissolution of banks.
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The objective of this Act is to guarantee the optimum use of public resources while preserving the stability 
and functioning of the banking system. Among the principles of this Act, of particular note is that which 
refers to the fact that public resources must not be used to bear losses within a context of the restructuring 
or dissolution of a financial entity.

A large part of the administration of the system designed by the Act is attributed to the Agency for the 
Dissolution of Banks (AREB) as the competent authority regarding cases of dissolution. Also, with the 
purpose of adequately financing the measures agreed in the application of this Act, in accordance with 
Directive 2014/59/EU the Andorran Fund for the Resolution of Financial Entities (FAREB) is created, an 
entity with no legal personality, which will be managed by the AREB.

As a result of the intervention of Banca Privada d’Andorra, and taking into consideration the need to 
safeguard the general interests of financial stability and the proper functioning of the Andorran economy 
in order to preserve the general welfare, the Law, in its additional disposition one, provides for an initial 
and extraordinary provision from FAREB of 30 million euros which will be made by the Andorran financial 
entities.

Significant events following year-end

International Financial Reporting Standards adopted by the European Union
Among the European standards of mandatory transposition in Andorran law included in the Annexe to the 
Monetary Agreement, there is Directive 86/635/EEC of the Council, relating to annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts of banks and other financial institutions, subsequently modified by Directive 2001/65/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council. This modification is carried out for the purpose of evaluating certain financial 
assets and liabilities at their reasonable value, thus preserving coherence between Community accounting directives 
and the International Financial Reporting Standards published by the IASB, in compliance with the guidelines 
established by the European Commission in both communications: “Accounting Harmonisation: A New Strategy 
vis-à-vis International Harmonisation” and “EU Financial Reporting Strategy: The Way Forward” published in 
November 1995 and June 2000, respectively. 

In this sense, on 28 December 2016, the Decree was published in the Official Gazette of the Principality of Andorra 
(BOPA), approving the accounting framework applicable to entities operating within the Andorran financial system 
and firms of collective investment schemes subject to Andorran law in accordance with the International Financial 
Reporting Standards adopted by the European Union (IFRS-EU), which have in turn been adopted by Andorra 
(IFRS-Andorra).

Via this decree, and in compliance with final provision one of Andorran Law 30/2007, of December 20, on the 
accountancy of businesspeople and in Article 3 of the Decree approving the General Accounting Plan of 23 July 
2008, the Government of Andorra, upon request by the ANIF (Andorran National Institute of Finance), decided to 
require entities operating in the Andorran financial system and firms of collective investment schemes subject to 
Andorran law to prepare their individual and consolidated annual accounts for the financial years commencing as 
of 1 January 2017, in accordance with the IFRS-EU adopted by virtue of this Decree, exceeding the harmonisation 
commitment in accounting standards assumed in the same monetary agreement.

The Group is working towards adapting to the new regulation, which involves analysing the new accounting criteria 
and adapting the information systems that support them.

Class E shares
Due to the impact of the new International Financial Reporting Standards (applicable to entities in the Andorran 
financial system from 1 January 2017) on the way Class E shares and their financing are accounted for, the 
Extraordinary General Shareholders’ Meeting of Crèdit Andorrà, on 3 March, 2017, decided to:

Note 22
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• Acquire Class E shares that are in debt resulting from the acquisition of said shares from holders wishing 
to sell them, for the price equal to their outstanding debt (76,014 shares).

• Acquire 17,385 Class E shares subject to the original syndication regimen (see note 11) that have 
expressed their will to sell them at the price set by the Board for this purpose.  

• Amortize 93,399 Class E shares acquired under the above-mentioned operations. The reduction will 
be for a nominal value of 6,538 thousand euros charged to share capital and 108,064 thousand euros 
charged to reserves.

• To convert the 102,293 Class E shares into Class A shares, where the holders have expressly stated they 
wish to do so. 

Thus, having obtained the pertinent authorizations from the ANIF on the date these consolidated financial 
statements were prepared, and after having executed the decisions made by the Extraordinary General Shareholders’ 
Meeting, the share capital of Crèdit Andorrà SA will amount to 63,462,070 euros, represented by 906,601 shares 
worth 70 euros each.

Other matters of specific interest

Fundació Privada Crèdit Andorrà
Crèdit Andorrà SA established the Fundació Privada Crèdit Andorrà by means of public deed dated 15 December 
1987, for an indefinite period of time. The Foundation has its own legal identity, is of Andorran nationality and 
of a private nature. Pursuant to Act 11/2008, of 12 June, it has been entered into the Foundations Register under 
number 7/2010.

The foundation, which is a non-profit organisation, aims to contribute to improving the quality of economic, 
cultural and social life in Andorra by taking on, programming, funding and carrying out specific goals. Among these 
goals, of particular note is the granting of study scholarships to those who deserve them in order to help them get 
the best possible education in whatever area that may have an influence on the bettering of the economic, scientific, 
educational, cultural and services structure of the country.

In 2016, and always with the aim of adapting its work to the needs of the country, the activities carried out by 
the Fundació Privada Crèdit Andorrà focused on three major areas: social programmes, particularly those aimed 
at the elderly and organisations working with the disabled; educational activities, particularly in the granting of 
scholarships, and also cultural activities, with a particular focus on pedagogical aspects and any areas directly related 
to the country, its history and its natural environment.

English translation

These consolidated financial statements are a free translation of the consolidated financial statements originally 
issued in Catalan. In the event of a discrepancy, the Catalan language version prevails. These consolidated financial 
statements are pre sented in conformity with the accounting principles and valuation criteria established by the 
Accounting Plan of the Andorran Financial System. Certain accounting practices applied by the Group that conform 
with the Accounting Plan of the Andorran Financial System may not conform with generally accepted accounting 
principles in other countries.

Note 23

Note 24
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Crèdit Andorrà branch network in Andorra

Registered address

Av. Meritxell, 80
AD500 Andorra la Vella
Principality of Andorra
Tel.: +376 88 86 00
Fax: +376 88 86 01
Swift: CRDA AD AD
www.creditandorra.ad

Branches

Andorra la Vella

MAIN BRANCH 

Av. Meritxell, 80
AD500 Andorra la Vella
Tel.: +376 88 86 00  
Fax: +376 88 86 01
Tel. Corporate Banking:  
+376 88 93 00
Tel. Private Banking:  
+376 88 86 50
24-hour branch

PLAÇA REBÉS BRANCH 

Pl. Rebés, 3
AD500 Andorra la Vella
Tel.: +376 88 83 60
Fax: +376 88 83 61
Tel. Private Banking:  
+376 88 83 80
24-hour branch

PRADA RAMON BRANCH

C/ Maria Pla, 30
AD500 Andorra la Vella
Tel.: +376 88 86 70  
Fax: +376 88 86 71
24-hour branch

SANTA COLOMA BRANCH

Av. d’Enclar, 53
AD500 Santa Coloma  
(Andorra la Vella)
Tel.: +376 88 81 80  
Fax: +376 88 81 81
24-hour branch

Canillo

CANILLO BRANCH

C/ Peu del Carrer
AD100 Canillo
Tel.: +376 88 84 60  
Fax: +376 88 84 61

Encamp

PAS DE LA CASA BRANCH 

Av. d’Encamp, 8
AD200 Pas de la Casa (Encamp)
Tel.: +376 88 84 40  
Fax: +376 88 84 41
24-hour branch

PLAÇA DEL CONSELL BRANCH

Plaça del Consell, 11
AD200 Encamp
Tel.: +376 88 84 00  
Fax: +376 88 84 01
24-hour branch

La Massana

SANT ANTONI BRANCH 

Av. Sant Antoni, 34
AD400 La Massana
Tel.: +376 88 85 00  
Fax: +376 88 85 01
24-hour branch

Ordino

ORDINO BRANCH

C/ Major
AD300 Ordino
Tel.: +376 88 85 50  
Fax: +376 88 85 51

Sant Julià de Lòria

PLAÇA LAURÈDIA BRANCH 

Av. Verge de Canòlich, 55
AD600 Sant Julià de Lòria
Tel.: +376 88 83 40  
Fax: +376 88 83 41
24-hour branch

Escaldes-Engordany

ESCALDES BRANCH 

Av. Carlemany, 42
AD700 Escaldes-Engordany
Tel.: +376 88 82 00  
Fax: +376 88 82 01
Tel. Private Banking:  
+376 88 94 40
24-hour branch

Automated Branches

ESCALDES

Av. Fiter i Rossell, 22
AD700 Escaldes-Engordany

ILLA CARLEMANY

Centre comercial Illa Carlemany
AD700 Escaldes-Engordany

CANILLO

Pl. Carlemany, s/n
(Opposite the Canillo Council)
AD100 Canillo

ENCAMP

Plaça del Consell, 7
AD200 Encamp

Technical support telephone  

24 hours: +376 88 87 00
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Grup Crèdit Andorrà around the world

Banking 
and financial services

CRÈDIT ANDORRÀ

HEAD OFFICE
Av. Meritxell, 80
AD500 Andorra la Vella
Tel.: +376 888 600
Fax: +376 888 601
Tel. Corporate Banking:  
+376 889 300
www.creditandorragroup.com
BANCO ALCALÁ SA

C/ Ortega y Gasset, 7 4a planta
28006 Madrid
Spain
Tel.: +34 911 750 700
www.bancoalcala.com
BANQUE DE PATRIMOINES  
PRIVÉS SA

30, Boulevard Royal
L-2449 Luxembourg
Tel.: +352 27 207 1
www.banquedepatrimoinesprives.com

BANCO CRÈDIT ANDORRÀ 
(PANAMÁ) SA

Torres de las Américas
Torre A, piso 10 
Punta Pacífica
Panama City, Rep. of Panama
Tel.: +507 306 48 00

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE 

OF CRÈDIT ANDORRÀ AND BANCO 

CRÈDIT ANDORRÀ (PANAMA) IN 

URUGUAY

Edificio Beta 4 Oficina 102
Ruta 8, km 17.500  
(Zonamérica)
91600 Montevideo
Uruguay
Tel.: +598 2518 4559

Asset Management

CRÈDIT ANDORRÀ  
ASSET MANAGEMENT

Credi-Invest SA 
C/ Bonaventura Armengol, 6-8
AD500 Andorra la Vella
Principality of Andorra
Tel.: +376 88 95 20

CA LIFE INSURANCE EXPERTS

C/ Agustín de Foxá, 29,  
6a planta A
28036 Madrid
Spain
www.ca-lifeexperts.com
GESALCALÁ SGIIC

C/ Ortega y Gasset, 7
28006 Madrid
Spain
Tel.:  +34 914 311 166
www.bancoalcala.com
CA ASSET MANAGEMENT 
LUXEMBOURG

30, Boulevard Royal
L-2449 Luxembourg
Tel.: +352 26 20 63 803
www.banquedepatrimoinesprives.com

PRIVATE INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT 

PIM Private Investment 
Management SA 
Place du Molard, 4
1204 Genève
Tel.: +41 22 819 40 50
www.pim-sa.com
BETA CAPITAL WEALTH 
MANAGEMENT
Beta Capital Securities LLC  
Beta Capital Management LLC
777 Brickell Avenue
Suite 1201
Miami, Florida 33131
United States of America
Tel.: +1 305 358 88 44
www.creditandorragroup.us
CA MÉXICO ASESORES 
PATRIMONIALES 
EN INVERSIONES INDEPENDIENTES, 
SA DE CV

Torre Tres Picos
Arquímedes N. 19, pisos 1, 2 y 8
Col. Bosque de Chapultepec
Delegación Miguel Hidalgo
11580 México DF - México
Tel.: +52 (55) 52814644
www.camexico.mx

CA PERÚ SOCIEDAD  
AGENTE DE BOLSA

Av. Rivera Navarrete 501 piso 16 
Edificio Capital - San Isidro
Lima
Perú
www.ca-peru.com.pe/

Insurance

CRÈDIT ASSEGURANCES

C/ Bonaventura Armengol, 6-8, 
2n
AD500 Andorra la Vella
Principality of Andorra
Tel.: +376 88 91 19
www.creditassegurances.ad/
seguros
CA VINCLES ACTUARIAL 
CONSULTING  
(ANDORRA, SPAIN AND CHILE)

C/ Josep Viladomat, 17
AD700 Escaldes-Engordany
Principality of Andorra
Tel.: +376 88 91 19
www.ca-vincles.com/es/
ERM RISK MANAGEMENT 

C/ Caravel·la La Niña, 12, 9è
08017 Barcelona
Spain
Tel.: +34 932 803 133
www.ermgrupo.com/es
CA LIFE INSURANCE EXPERTS

C/ Agustín de Foxá, 29, 6a planta A
28036 Madrid
Spain
www.ca-lifeexperts.com/

Social activity

FUNDACIÓ CRÈDIT ANDORRÀ

Av. Meritxell, 80
AD500 Andorra la Vella
Principality of Andorra
Tel.: +376 88 88 80
www.fundaciocreditandorra.ad
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